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Adaptive Baseband Predistortion for
RF Power Amplifier Linearization
Laura Faus Ferrer
(ABSTRACT)

In order to make use of spectrally efficient linear modulation methods for
mobile communications, it is necessary to linearise the underlying RF power
amplifier (PA). A number of techniques for linearizing a PA have been studied,
focusing on the Adaptive Baseband Predistortion. The work is centred on the
research concentrates on the analysis of different algorithms, their simulation
using MatLab, and implementation of a predistorter as a subsystem of a prototype
Cartesian based transmitter.
The thesis describes the typical architecture of a transceiver with an
emphasis on the nonlinear analysis. Cavers’ algorithm has been examined in terms
of its computational complexity and compared with a novel LMS based
predistorter algorithm. The Polar implementation of Cavers’ algorithm was found
to be less sensitive to noise and can reach deeper compression points than the
Cartesian, while the Cartesian is more stable. Although the LMS demands an a
priori calculation for the complex adaptation constant of each sample, it is nearly
immune to the noise and, as opposed to Cavers’ algorithm, its ultimate power
error is independent of the compression point. Nevertheless, Caver’s algorithm
obtains faster convergence under low noise conditions and higher compression
points than the LMS algorithm.
A prototype transceiver was built based on an FPGA (Virtex-E) together with
appropriate converters, filters and modulators. The results obtained from
simulation compared well with the results from the prototype.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The increasing demand for bandwidth in the RF spectrum in mobile
communications leads to the requirement for spectrally efficient, linear
modulation techniques, such as Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK),
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) and Filtered QPSK. Second generation
digital transmission methods used in wireless communications such OMSK are
spectrally inefficient, since they are restricted to be constant envelope signals.
Furthermore, because of their constant amplitude, they can be used with highly
efficient non-linear PAs without incurring intermodulation distortion, (IMD). In
contrast, due to their fluctuating envelope characteristic, linear modulation
schemes will produce IMD when used with non-linear PAs. This distortion not
only degrades co-channel performance but can also cause adjacent channel
interference in the form of spectral regrowth [1]. Consequently, either a linear PA
must be applied to ensure spectral purity or some form of linearisation or
predistortion adopted if a non linear PA is employed. The first solution can be
achieved with the use of linear power amplifiers such as class A amplifiers, and
by operating them backed-off from the saturation range. This procedure requires
the PA to be operated only within the linear region of the amplification
characteristics and therefore, results in very low power efficiency. That is
unacceptable in mobile systems, in which battery lifetime and thermal
management are critical. The second solution consists of the implementation of
linearisation techniques to more efficient power amplifiers such Class AB or
Class C. Several linearisation methods have been reported, such as direct
feedback, indirect feedback, feedforward, and predistortion techniques [2] [3] [4].
Adaptive Baseband Digital Predistortion (Figure 34) is a technique that consists of
reversing the action of the subsequent power amplifier so that the overall response
is linear. This technique is adaptive so that the predistorter is able to follow the
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changes in the time-varying characteristics of the PA. The adaptation of the
predistorter is directed by an algorithm, which uses the difference between the
desired modulation and the power amplifier’s output. This thesis compares a
novel LMS predistortion algorithm and Caver’s algorithm for adaptive baseband
predistortion,

and presents some

results

confirming

that the

different

implementations of Caver’s algorithm exhibits different levels of sensitivity to
noise and degrees of nonlinearity.
Chapter 2 details an overview of the wireless communications system design. It
focuses on the importance of the RF Power Amplifier and the effect that it has on
the overall system. Chapter 3 shows how the distortion of a Power Amplifier can
be modelled mathematieally. This is followed by a treatment of representation and
properties of modulated signals used in mobile communications in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 deseribes the Power Efficiency Versus Spectral Purity conflict, as well
as a survey of the techniques to improve both constraints. Chapter 6 discusses the
algorithms used for the adaptive predistortion technique and their main features.
Chapter 7 details and shows simulation results of three proposed predistortion
systems, two of them based on Cavers’ algorithm and the third using the novel
LMS indirect p re distortion. Finally, chapter 8 depletes a transceiver prototype
implementation,

whose

PA

predistortion is

programmable gate arrays (FPGA).

implemeted

using

a

field
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Chapter 2
RF Power Amplifier and Transceiver Fundamentals

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an overview of the wireless communications system design.
It describes the radio transceiver basic diagram, their components and it focuses
on the importance of the RF Power Amplifier and the effect that it has on the
overall system. It illustrates the different classes of amplifiers, the nonlinear
analysis and characterization of the distortion.

2.2 Aspects of Mobile Terminal and Base Station Design
2.2.1

Mobile Terminal

One of the aspects that attracts the customer to select a mobile phone is its weight
and a long talk-time. Nowadays, the users can hold mobile phones weighing as
little as 79 g, and the trend towards even lighter units is projected [5] . These two
characteristics of a mobile unit are directly related to the transmitter efficiency, so
power consumption and battery technology are being developed continuously. In
today’s mobile phones talk times reach 200 minutes and standby times can be as
much as 250 hours [6] [7]. Thus, it is vital that the new technologies can linearize
a nonlinear but highly efficient amplifier, by means of additional circuitry on the
units. It is necessary to consider the size of this additional circuit as well as the
power consumption to determine its viability. As will be evident from the survey
of linearization techniques in section 5.3, some schemes are rather complex in
terms of functionality or topology.
2.2.2

Base Station

Until recently, base stations for land mobile radio were normally robust and
voluminous and for the most part this was not a problem, since the number of base
stations required was not significant. Each of them could cover a larger area (large
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cells) since the traffic density was not substantial. However, as the number of
users is constantly increasing, especially in urban environments, it has been
necessary to reduce the typical cell-size in order to cope with a higher traffic
density and thus, more base stations are required. To address this requirement,
there is a need for a base station that is easy to install, relocate and whose cell
planning can be readily reconfigured. This is possible only if the units are small
enough and can be allowed to be mounted virtually anywhere.
The power consumption is not a big deal in this case, since unlike the mobile
units, the base stations can be connected to the main system. Nevertheless, the
power consumption has to be low so that no additional cooling equipment is
required and so, the base stations are kept small and easy to locate.
Thus, the trend for future base stations is the same as the mobile unit: a reduced
weight and low power consumption.
Figure 1 shows a conventional setup for a base station transmitter. It typically
serves several users simultaneously and therefore, it includes a power amplifier
for each channel after its conversion to the transmit frequency. Each amplified
signal passes through a cavity filter centered on each channel frequency. All of the
channels are added in a high-power combiner and transmitted by an antenna. This
conventional method is inflexible and voluminous, since each channel requires a
dedicated amplifier and cavity filter, which has to be retuned in the case of a new
channel allocation.

Power
Amplifiers

Cavity
filters

Figure 1: Conventional Base Station Transmitter

The solution consists in using a single power amplifier for all the carriers. (Figure
2) For that to be feasible, it is necessary to use techniques that can combine the
carriers before the upconversion or before the power amplifier. Nevertheless, it is
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very difficult to find a power amplifier that is efficient over a wide region of
frequencies, and linear for different modulation schemes.

2.2.3

Basic Transmitter-Receiver Configuration

Digital manipulation of signals is increasingly the method of choice in modem
equipment. As a result of this trend there is an impetus towards convergence of
the RF and digital designs, so typical communications systems now incorporate
both techniques in their designs. A block diagram of a typical radio analogue
transceiver is shown in Figure 3. It contains two main functions: that of the
receiver and that of the transmitter. On the transmitter side, a source coming from
a microphone or other device must be converted into an electrical signal by a
transducer. The very low voltage produced is amplified by an audio amplifier and
the resulting signal is modulated using one of a number of possible schemes. The
modulator has two functions: it encodes the message in a certain way to meet the
communication channel requirements, and translates the message information into
the RF spectrum, which reduces considerably the size of the antenna.

Low Noise
Amplifier

IF
Amplifier

Audio
Amplifier

Figure 3: Block Diagram of an Analogue Radio Transceiver
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The final stage before the antenna is the power amplifier, which amplifies the
final signal to the power level that the antenna needs to radiate. It uses most of the
power and therefore, its efficiency is of paramount importance. The symbols
emitted by the source have a rate of fsym=l/Tsym, where Tsym is the symbol
duration. They are constituted by a group of k bits, where k=log2M. The
modulator will produce a two-dimensional impulse (I, Q) for every symbol
received. This work will modify the modulated signal in order to cancel the non
linear effects of the Power Amplifier located before the antenna.
On the receiver side, sometimes it is necessary to use a Low Noise Amplifier, so
called because it is critical to amplify the incoming signal without contributing
any significant noise, to enhance the S/N ratio. The demodulator in the receiver
must correspond to the modulator in the transmitter, i.e., us the same scheme and
synchronization. The subsequent intermediate frequency (IF) amplifier includes
the required filtering to provide the desired selectivity for the received signal. A
high IF frequency will reduce the effect of the Mf noise (flicker noise).

2.3 Noise Sources
One of the unavoidable limitations on a communications system is the inherent
noise, which limits the lower-power point. Noise can be defined as the random
fluctuation of electrical power that interferes with the desired signal. There are
different sources of noise. For example, in a bipolar transistor the noise is caused
by the fluctuation in the path that charge carriers take between the base and the
collector after leaving the emitter. The shot noise arises from random variations of
a dc current. The resistors and conductances introduce noise, whose power can be
calculated by a suitable combination of them. The flicker noise (1//) is caused by
surface recombination of base minority carriers at the base-emitter junction. As
the frequency approaches dc, the flicker noise increases dramatically, and an
appropriate choice of IF can reduce it. At RF frequencies the two most common
noise sources are the thermal noise and the shot noise. The thermal noise, which
increases the random fluctuation of electrons as the temperature raises, can be
quantified by different models. The Energy of the noise based on the black body
radiation method is shown in Eq.(l):
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£ =

h'f
h
_j + 2

(1)

where h is Planck’s constant, k is the Boltzman constant,/the frequency and T the
temperature.
The Nyquist formula calculates the thermal noise power in a given bandwidth A/
for room temperature, where h-f / k-T « 1. From Eq. (1) and expanding it in
Taylor series one arrives at the usual practical formula for noise power:

N^=k-T-Af

(2)

the corresponding mean-squared voltage is obtained by multiplying this by 4
times the resistance, R:
'v^)N^=4R-k-T-Af

(3)

The noise added to the signal from an amplifier on other element is an important
quality factor. The ‘noise factor’ F is a IEEE standard definition [8] and is equal
to the ratio of the total noise power per unit bandwidth at a corresponding output
port when the standard noise temperature of the input termination is 290K; to the
portion of the total noise power created at the input frequency by the input
termination:
actual noise output power at / 1
available noise input power
Gj

kT^GjAf

(4)

where G\ is the transducer power gain, and To = 290K. The noise Figure can also
be expressed in terms of signal-to-noise ratio:
f

^ S/N

PlkT.Af

=
So. IN To.

GtPINto.

(5)

where P represents the input signal power. Fs/n is known as the spot noise figure.
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lA Amplifier Classes
As seen before, the PA takes a small-amplitude RP signal and generates a high
power representation of it, which will be driven into a low-impedance load (the
antenna is nominally 50Q). Depending of the application, the order of magnitude
of the output power can vary significantly. The base-stations used in cellular
systems may require a power of tens to hundreds of watts; satellite
communications would need on the order of thousands of watts; and in the case of
portable wireless cellular devices the required output power varies between
hundreds of milliwatts to a few watts. The PA will convert the DC power from the
battery into RF power delivered to the load. The trouble is that not all the power is
transmitted to the load: the power amplifier will consume above what it delivers.
The efficiency rj of an amplifier is a measure of how much power it consumes in
its conversion, and it is show in Eq. (6):

rj = efficiency =

Power Delivered to Load
Power Drawn from Supply

(6)

However, the most common efficiency measurement is the Power-Added
Efficiency (PAE), which considers as well the power needed to drive the input to
the PA:
PAE

=

P
^ RFour - P
^ RFm

(7)

DC

At RF, most discrete components are input-matched and output-matched to 50Q,
requiring a large amount of power to drive the input of one of these components.
Regarding to the efficiency, the PAs are generally divided into two categories: the
‘linear’ class of PAs, where the device acts as a current source (amplifying), and
the ‘nonlinear class’ or ‘switching-mode class’, where the device acts like a
switch. Each category has different subclasses depending on the topology and
performance of the PA, and are described briefly below:
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2.4.1

Linear or Amplification-mode PAs

A linear class PA does not have generally a linear transfer function, but it is
working in its amplifying region. The main issue in the design of linear PAs is the
trade-off between linearity and efficiency [9].

•

Class A

The most linear PAs conduct current at all times, and its output is a function of the
input current. The problem, as illustrated in Figure 4, is that the DC bias of the
input signal must be high, which means a high power consumption and therefore,
a low efficiency. This is the case of the class A PAs, in which the amplifying
device conducts current for the entire input sinusoid cycle. The maximum
efficiency that these devices can attain is approximately 30% (in the ideal case
this will be 50% if the current reduces to 0 at the cycle minimum).

in

Basic Class A
Implementation

Input Signal
for a Class A PA

t

Output Signal
for a Class A PA

Figure 4: Class A PA operation

•

Class B

The Class B PAs use a pair of amplification devices in a push-pull arrangement,
each will drive current only for half the sinusoidal period and therefore, the
efficiency increases a 20% with respect to the class A amplifier. The main
problem is the crossover distortion produced in the case of an inappropriate
biasing of the two amplifiers. When the signal crosses the zero value, both PAs
are off simultaneously and therefore, there is not output signal, which increases
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the distortion at the output, since the amplifying device/transistor will not operate
linearly down to cut off.
•

Class AB

A compromise between the A and B classes of amplifier is the Class AB. In this
case the transistors are biased so that they conduct for more than half a cycle,
avoiding the crossover distortion. In narrowband RP implementations. Class B
and AB PAs can also be implemented using only a single device, as an RF filter at
the output can be used to extract the fundamental frequency component of the
output waveform.
•

Class C

In this class of operation, the amplifying device is biased below its tum-on
voltage, and the input drives the device on for a small portion (less than half) of
the input cycle. Figure 5 shows the two working states: During the positive period
of the input signal the transistor will conduct (On-state). The current f flows
through the coil and then into the transistor and down to ground. A magnetic field
builds up in the coil depending on the magnitude of the current. At the same time
the voltage on the capacitor discharges through the resistor making another
current flow (I2) also through the transistor. The I2 current passes through the
resistor (antenna), which radiates the energy.
During the negative period of the input signal (Off stage) the transistor will not
conduct No current can pass through the collector to the emitter. The magnetic
field which was build up in the coil will now generate a current f which will flow
through the capacitor and into the resistor (antenna).
Linearity is lost, but efficiency can be increased arbitrarily toward 100% by
decreasing the conduction angle toward zero. Unfortunately, this causes the output
power to decrease toward zero and the drive power toward infinity. A typical
compromise is a conduction angle of 150° and an ideal efficiency of 85%. The
resulting signal is a pulsed current, whose fundamental can be easily extracted by
means of a filter.

10
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Off-stage

On-stage

Hh
Vb«

Figure 5: Class C PA schematic

2.4.2

Non-linear or Switch-mode PAs

As the name reveals, this type of amplifier work as switches, and the most
commonly known are Class D and Class E PAs.

In Class D operation, the transistors act as near ideal switches that are ‘on’ half of
the time, and ‘off the other half The result of this is to switch the output between
the power supply and ground. The ideal input is a squared wave, and the current
supply is steered between the device, when the switch is closed, and the load,
when the switch is open. Again, because of the ability to filter out unwanted
components, it is possible to use only one device, which allows only the
fundamental frequency to pass. The main problem is the non-zero on-resistance,
which causes the efficiency of the PA to drop dramatically.

The Class E PA operates in a similar way to the Class D, but in this case, it
attempts to ensure that there is no period of time around the switch transition
when both the current and voltage are non-zero. This is achieved by forcing the
voltage on the output to be zero at the same instant that the switch is closed, and
forcing the current flowing in the switch to be zero at the instant that the switch
opens. Figure 6 represents the basic operation and voltage waveforms of the Class
EPA.

11
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DD

Figure 6: Class E PA operation

2.5 Non-linear analysis of Power Amplifier
In mobile communications, the radio-frequency power amplifier is the element
that consumes most energy and dissipates the greatest quantity of heat. Therefore,
a highly efficient power amplifier will be required to ensure the longest possible
intervals between battery charges as discussed. There are a large number of
classes of power amplifier operation specifically designed to improve power
efficiency. These range from the well-known conventional AB, B and C class
amplifiers [10], that improve the class A inefficient but linear, to the switching
amplifier classes such as D and E and the extremely efficient F, G, H and S
classes of operation. All of these amplifiers however, have some degree of non
linearity present in their transfer function. In general, the more power efficient an
amplifier is, the greater degree of non-linearity is present. These non-linear effects
are dependent on the instantaneous frequency of the stimulating waveform, and
also on the previous amplifier input stimulus, since the amplifier has memory.
Nevertheless, the amplifiers used for narrowband modulation schemes such as
EDGE, whose bandwidth is small enough to assume that the transfer function is
approximately constant, can be modeled as memoryless non-linear systems, that
is, its output voltage is an instantaneous function of its input voltage [11]. Eq.(8)
shows the standard power series formulation for a nonlinear amplifier:
V. = a,
*1 V..
’^1 +

2*'/

*

*4*',-

*3''i

12

‘5’^!

+....

(8)
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where v, and

are the time-varying input and output signals of the RF Power

Amplifier, and an are the real-valued coefficients that characterize its transfer
function quantifying the n

degree of distortion. If a sinusoid with a fixed

frequency fc and constant envelope A is applied as the incoming signal v/ to
Eq.(8), the result is composed of not only the original frequency f, but also
additional components at integer multiples of the signal, 2fc, 3fc, etc including dc.
The additional signals are termed harmonic distortion, and will no be considered
further here as they can be readily eliminated by the use of tuned amplifiers and/or
additional filtering.
However, when the incoming signal has a non-constant envelope, a further
distortion appears, known as Intermodulation Distortion (IMD). When discrete
tones are used this distortion takes the form of discrete intermodulation products
(IMP). These intermodulation terms are the source of major trouble in a
communication system and strategies to solve these problems are the object of
many studies. The following sections will define some of the principal parameters
used to describe the effects of a non-linear amplifier.

2.5.1

Two-Tone Intermodulation Testing

The two-tone test is an universally accepted method of quantifying the IMD
produced by a PA. This procedure consists of feeding the input with a two-tone
test inband RF signal: v. = A • cos(cOit) + A • cos(a)2t), whose frequency spacing is
such that |coi-co2|« coi, CO2 much smaller than any of both, and the amplitude is the
same for simplicity. This test signal is actually an amplitude-modulated tone. The
output signal, obtained by applying the Eq. (8 and considering only up to the third
order distortion, is;

~^a.A'[Q,os{ct)^t) + cos{c02t)\

=

1=1

<^2^ +

^

9

+—J • (cos(6i;j/) + cos(dy20)

(\

^1
^
—«2^^ J • (cos(2£y/) + cos(2ft;20) + -a,A^ (cos(3<y,0 + cos(3^y20)

3a.A'
+^2^^ • cos(^yi^ - ip2t) H—^— (cos(2ftii/ - CO2O + cosilcOjt -cOit))
3a A^
+fl2^^ • cos(fi;/ + Q}2t)+—^— (cos(2^y|/ + 0)21) + Qos(2Q)2t + co^t))

13

DC+funda
mental

Harmonics

IMD

(9)
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IDEAL (NOISE-FREE) IMD SPECTRUM
WITH 2nd AND 3"^ ORDER IMD PRODUCTS
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Figure 7: Two-tone Intermodulation Testing

As can be seen in Eq. (9) and graphically in Figure 7, the output is composed of
the original signal and both harmonic and intermodulation distortions. The
distortion products have been generated by the different degrees of distortion so
that the dependencies on

come from the n^^ degree of distortion. Therefore, it

can be appreciated that the second-degree term produces distortion products at dc,
2coi,

2cl)2

and C0i±C02 and the third degree term results in distortion products at coi,

) , 2(02±C0i, 2coi±co2, 3coi and

0 2

3cl>2.

The products that are of most interest to RF

and communications engineers are those generated within the signal bandwidth or
close to the band edges, which cannot be easily eliminated by filtering. A further
expansion would reveal that the even-order terms will only produce distortion out
of band, meanwhile the odd-order terms are the cause of the co-channel
degradation of the signal as well as the spectral regrowth of its RF spectrum.
2.5.2

Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR)

In Figure 8 the spectrum of a RF bandpass signal is shown together with the
spectrum of the same signal after distortion by an amplifier. The spectrum of the
distorted signal has been clearly dramatically changed with respect to the original
due to the generation of out-of-band components by the non-linear amplifier
chain. Since this regrowth can cause interference to the neighboring RF channels,
it must be quantified to ensure an interference free communication and achieve
the performance levels required by standards. Thus, the ACPR parameter is
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defined as the power in the main ehannel divided by the power in the lower plus
upper adjaeent channels.

The value of ACP is determined according to the method specified by IS-137,
using a spectrum analyzer or measuring receiver tuned to the transmitter nominal
carrier frequency to obtain the mean output power as a reference.
0
-10
SMHz
CHANNEL
OFFSET

-20
-30

DELTA ACP
POWER OFFSET

-40
-50
-60
-70
-60

4.096 MHz

-90
-100
Ec - E. £ 45 dBc

Figure 8: ACP requirements for an RF transistor operating under W-CDMA

2.5.3

One dB Compression Point, Saturation Point Backoff

The RF Power Amplifier response increases its non-linearity as it is driven by a
higher rate signal. Its operation differs progressively from the ideal by a gap
called compression. The upper output limit, reached when the maximum input
power is exceeded (‘backoff), is called saturation point, from which the output
voltage is ‘clipped’ to a maximum constant voltage. A commonly used parameter
that characterizes an amplifier is the IdB output compression point, and is simply
defined as the output power level at which the gain drops 1 dB below the ideal
gain. Figure 9 shows the IdB compression point for the Saleh model amplifier
[12]. Another terms worth of mention are the Input Backoff (IBO) and the Ouput
Backoff (OBO). IBO is defined as the distance in decibels between the average
input and the saturated input power, and analogous, OBO is the distance in
decibels between the average output and the saturated output power. Thus, an
amplifier is said to be backed-off when it is operated below its saturated output
level. Both definitions are as shown in Eq.(lO);
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/BO = 101og,„-^

OBO = 101og,„is!-

(10)

1dB Compression Point and IPS

Figure 9: IdB Compression and IP3 Points

2.5.4

Third Order Intercept Point IP3

This is a term introduced by the semiconductor industry to quantify the linearity
of an amplifier. If only the

and the 3^^ order terms are considered in Eq.(8), for

a sinusoidal input signal Vi=Acos{cot), the fundamental component of the output
signal is composed by two parts as seen in Eq.(ll). One part (aiA) comes from
the first order term, which corresponds to the linear amplification; and the other
(3/4«3A^) derives from the 3*^^ order intermodulation products (IM3). Fig. 3 plots
the third products and fundamental output power versus the input power. It is
observed that as the input power increases, the third order products increases by
3:1, meanwhile the fundamental has a rise of 1:1. Hence, the IP3 is defined as the
point where the amplitudes of each term are equal, and normally has a value
between 10 to 20 dB higher than PldB. The power amplifier never reaches this
point, since driving it so deep into the saturation would cause its destruction.

= Oy A cos [cot) +

cos^ [cot) = a,A + — a.A' cos[cDt)-\-^a^A^ cos[2>cot)

4
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2.5.5

Error Vector Magnitude

As seen in previous sections, the linearity of an RF power amplifier may be
characterized in several ways. The rms value of the error vector magnitude
(EVMrms) is a good procedure to identify the accuracy of digitally modulated

signals, in which the measured IQ modulation is compared to a reference (ideal)
signal. The error vector time series is the sample-by-sample complex difference
between the measured signal and the ideal signal. This difference is the
contribution from noise, linear distortion, or nonlinear distortion present in the
measured signal.
Thus, the error vector EV at the PA output is the complex difference between
IQmiout) and IQriout):
EV = IQ^{out)-IQ,{out)

(12)

It is given in percent, and it is normalized with respect to the rms value of
IQriout). In the frequency domain, the power spectrum of the error vector is nearly

the same as the spectral regrowth for frequencies outside the bandwidth of the
signal.
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Chapter 3
Numerical Models for Amplifier Distortion

3.1 Introduction
In order to simulate the overall system, it is necessary to use a valid model for the
Power Amplifier. Using simple mathematical models, we can predict important
design parameters such as efficiency or harmonic distortion without the use of
heavy computer simulations or without the need for heavy characterizations of the
device. Additionally, it is required to understand the amplifier model to facilitate
the design of a predistortion correction to PAs. The distortion of a Power
Amplifier can be modelled mathematically, and it is mainly divided into models
with and without memory, which will be briefly described on the following
sections.

3.2 Memoryless Bandpass Nonlinear Model
Memoryless models assume that the nonlinearity does not exhibit memory, which
means that the instantaneous output is only a function of the instantaneous input
signal(s) and not previous inputs. These models are often adequate for
representing nonlinearities in systems that have a very wide bandwidth with
respect to the signal bandwidth. They are simple and easy to apply.
In Communications, a bandpass signal can encounter a non-linear device along its
path, which exhibits both amplitude and phase nonlinearities. When a non-linear
device is operating with signals whose bandwidth is narrow in comparison to its
own bandwidth, it can be assumed that the nonlinear action is independent of
frequency. A.R. Kaye [13] developed a quadrature model of a bandpass device
with nonlinear phase and amplitude characteristics (Figure 10).
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Figure 10: Inphase and Quadrature Bandpass Memoryless System Model

This concept models a nonlinear device with arbitrary amplitude and phase
characteristics, as the parallel combination of two memoryless nonlinearities.
These are referred to as “in phase” and “in quadrature” nonlinearities. Their inputs
have statistics identical to those of the original input signal, and their outputs, for
the narrow-band case, are linearly independent. As a result of this independence,
the power spectra can be added, and additionally, the methods for the analysis of
memoryless nonlinearities can be used for the study of band-pass deviees
exhibiting amplitude dependent phase shift (AM to PM conversion in
communications terminology).
Thus, if the input signal is represented as:
V[t) = A[t)-A-(j) (^)]

(13)

the correspondent output Vd(t) requires a complex transfer function, including the
effect of the bandpass filter, in which both output envelope and phase shift are
dependent on the input envelope voltage. For the validity of this model, it is
assumed that the device has a flat frequency response over the bandwidth of V(t)
and it is time invariant. Thus, the output is expressed by:

F, (0 =

^ (0] • cosjfy,/+ (0+

^ (0] }

(14)

where Ga and Gp are respectively the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion curves. It
is straightforward to manipulate Eq. (14) to obtain the following:
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=

cos(ft),/ +

+ Gj, [/((/)] ■ sin{a>/ + (t>{i)]

(15)

This equation represents the model depicted in Figure 10, where G\ and Gq
represent the in phase and quadrature phase amplitude-distorting distorting
nonlinearities:

G,[^(0] = G,[^(r)]cos{G,[^(0]}

(16)
G,[^(/)] = -G,[^(0]-sin{G,[^(()]}

Their outputs are the quadrature components of a new narrowband random
process. Thus, the AM-PM conversion can be identified in terms of a quadrature
model. For non-linear devices whose phase non-linearity G? is quite small, the inphase characteristic is approximately equal to the amplitude nonlinearity Ga- The
effect of the AM/PM distortion is concentrated in the quadrature channel, which
can be approximated by Ga Gp. For larger phase distortions (i.e. where
Gp \ sin(Gp)), Eq.(16) is applied directly.

The memoryless model can be implemented as a serial envelope-phase version,
what is a direct implementation of Eq. (14):

Nonlinear Model of Device
Figure 11: Envelope and Phase Model Format of a Bandpass Memoryless System

3.2.1

Approximate Forms of Memoryless Nonlinear Model

The two models described i.e. amplitude/phase and I/Q models above require full
knowledge of the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of the nonlinear device,
what can be too complex and time-consuming. There are some models that can
extract approximately these characteristics.
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3.2.2

Taylor Series

The instantaneous voltage at the output of a nonlinear device is represented as a
Taylor series expansion of the input as:

vAvit)]=Y^c^-v\i)

(17)

n=Q

where Cn are constants, n the order and Kd(t), F(t) are the output and input signals
respectively. Its major advantage is that each coefficient represents an order of
distortion, and therefore the level of each IMD can be easily calculated. However,
it is only valid for devices whose distortion is relatively low, such as TWT
amplifiers and hence the series may be truncated for better processing without loss
of accuracy. For most semiconductor amplifiers, the Taylor Series appears to be
too long.
In the case of AM/PM distortion exists, it is necessary to use a complex power
series, since the AM/PM conversion is orthogonal, and it is described in Eq. (18):

vAnt)\=i:{x,+j-y,)-v"{t)

(18)

n=0

where Xn and yn are constants. Recent studies [14] conclude that for a CDMA
input signal, there is a good agreement between the calculated and the measured
power spectrum densities.
3.2.3

Saleh Model

Saleh developed in 1981 some simple two-parameter formulas for modelling the
nonlinear characteristics of TWT amplifiers and power amplifiers in general [12].
These formulas have been successfully used to date for characterization of low
distortion device characterization and have both an amplitude-phase and a
quadrature representation.
The amplitude-phase model is given by the following equations:

GAA)=-^-

Cork Institute of Technology

I3 JC(j514'^C) j4^

(y

GJA)= ^
1+
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A is the amplitude of the input signal, and Grand y^are parameters that characterise
the amplifier. Note that for a very large A, Ga is proportional to 1/^, and G?
approaches a constant.
Saleh Model

Figure 12: Saleh Model non-linear parameters

The quadrature model is made up of two formulas:

r
[\ +

(20)

In this case, for very large A, both Gi and Gq are proportional to MA. Figure 12
shows a Matlab simulation for the Saleh Model PA, It is possible to distinguish
the ‘envelope and phase’, and ‘in phase and quadrature’ parameters mentioned
previously. As the amplitude increases, the distortion in amplitude and the phase
shift augment.
The Saleh’s model has been used widely in the literature for amplifier distortion.
A third order polynomial approximation based on this model is given by Pupolin
and Greenstein in [16].
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3.3 Bandpass Nonlinear Model with Memory
For devices that exhibit frequency selective effects, there is no level memory less
model that is valid for general input signals. It is necessary for these cases to make
use of models that exhibit form of memory, so that it uses not only the current
signal, but also past values of the signal.
3.3.1

Volterra Series

The Volterra Series is a generalization of the Taylor Series with memory and has
been used frequently for the modelling of nonlinear functions [17]. The basic
form of the series is:

VAt) = I.HXV(l)]

(21)

«=0

where

The series can be expressed in discrete form:

HlV[n)\= t...t HI., .v(n-i^).V{n-a..V(n-i)

(23)

The series are truncated to a limited number of terms, so that the model is still
sufficiently accurate. This characterizes the order of the nonlinear model. In
addition, to calculate each term, it is necessary to decide the amount of memory
used. Each term in the Volterra series completely characterizes a particular order
of nonlinearity in the system. This model provides a general characterization of
nonlinear systems with memory based on the so-called Volterra kernels, a set of
parameters, which can be thought of as the extension of the nonlinear case of the
concept of impulse response of alinear channel. In the case of a HPA, the Volterra
series may be solved by placing the equations into matrix form:
Vd = V-h
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, with V the input signal, Vd the distorted signal, and h the coefficient matrix. The
Volterra series is a general method to model a nonlinear system with memory. Its
major advantage is that the inverse characteristics of the system can be obtained
easily. The main drawback is its complexity and difficulty to acquire the
parameters for a specific amplifier.
3.3.2

The Wiener Model

The Wiener model is a sum of non-homogeneous functionals that are orthogonal
for a white Gaussian input signal, and it is represented in the following equation:

V,(t) = K,[K-,V(t)]^K\k-,V(t)] + ... + K,[k,-V(t)] + ...K,[k,-V(t)\ (25)

where {K„[k„;V(i)]K„[k„;V(r)]) = Qforn*m
and ( ) denotes averaging.
tbi

The Wiener functionals of n order ATn, are quite complicated to calculate, since it
requires one to determine the n integration of the n order Wiener kernel ^n[Ti,
Ti,..., In]

with the input signals delayed by

Xi, Ti,..., Xn-

The problem is simplified

for a Wiener model representation with truncated order and memory, and as with
the Volterra model, discrete time versions can be easily written.

Likewise Volterra series, the higher order representation will give a higher degree
of accuracy. However, in the case of the Wiener model and due to its orthogonally
property, its coefficients values are independent on the order so that if the Wiener
model order is increased, the lower order Wiener kernels remain the same, and do
not have to be re-estimated. Only the additional, higher order Wiener kernels need
to be measured. Its similarity with the Volterra model is such that a set of Volterra
model Kernels up to n order may be obtained from a ser of Wiener kernels up to
nth order [17].
3.3.3

Poza Model

This was the first attempt to create a model with memory for simulation of
communication devices. It is based on the fact that different AM/AM curves for
different frequencies have a similar shape when plotted on a dB to dB scale. Thus,
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the AM/AM curves for different frequencies are obtained from a single curve with
the appropriate horizontal and vertical shifts applied. These shifts are equivalent
to a frequency dependent scaling on both scales (abscissa and ordinate), and can
be implemented by amplitude-only filters preceding and following the AM/AM
nonlinearity. This idea is illustrated in Figure 13.
INPUT
FILTER

REFERENCE
MEMORYLESS
NONLINEARITY

OUTPUT
FILTER

Figure 13: AM/AM Poza Model Curves

The same principle can be applied in the case of the AM/PM curves, when they
are drawn as phase vs dB scales and this, vertical shifts may be implemented with
a pure phase shifter, as illustrated in Figure 14.
REFERENCE
MEMORYLESS
NONLINEARITY

Figure 14: AM/PM Poza Model Curves
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The model that incorporates both ideas is shown in Figure 15, where several
filters have been combined for a convenient model characterization.

Figure 15: Complete Poza Model

The problem in this model is that it is based on a constant shape AM/AM and
AM/PM, and therefore, its performance is unclear for general modulated inputs
[15].

3.3.4

Saleh Model

The equations described in the section 3.2.1 by Saleh can be extended to
incorporate memory effects. Saleh solved the frequency-dependent quadrature
model for broad-band input signals with amplitude A and frequency/

\(A,f)

Q(A,f)
Figure 16: Frequency-dependent Saleh Model

The complete model is depicted in Figure 16 and is based on a quadrature
structure where each path is divided in three steps: first, the input amplitude is
scaled by Hi(f) or Hp(f) (for the in phase or quadrature paths respectively); next,
the

resulting

signal

passes

through

the

frequency-independent

envelope

nonlinearity Io(A)/ Qo(A); the output amplitude is scaled by Gi(f)/ GQ(f); and
finally, Oo(f) is a linear all-pass network with a small signal phase response. All
these terms are defined below:
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G,(/) = a,(/)/C(/)

G,(/) = a,(/)/VA(/)
A'

iM) =

IAA) =

(26)

A
l + A-

A->0

The parameters a and p can be calculated by applying minimum mean-squareerror curve fit to measurements involving a single tone of variable amplitude and
frequency. Thus these coefficients become frequency dependent, which turns out
to be equivalent to adding real filters before and after the inphase and quadrature
nonlinearities.
This model is similar to the Poza model in the sense that Saleh’s model is
constrained to keep the inphase and quadrature curve shapes unaltered as a
function of frequency.
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Chapter 4
Modulation Schemes

4.1 Introduction
This section discusses the modulation formats used in mobile communications
systems. Attention is paid to their respective advantages/disadvantages and the
requirements that are placed upon the transceiver.
Most communications systems fall into one of three categories: bandwidth
efficient, power efficient, or cost efficient. Bandwidth efficiency describes the
ability of a modulation scheme to accommodate data within a limited bandwidth.
A system is power efficient if it can send information at the lowest practical
power level. In hand-held cellular phones, there is a high priority on power
efficiency because these phones need to run on a battery. Cost is also a high
priority because cellular phones must be low-cost to encourage more users. Thus,
these systems sacrifice some bandwidth efficiency to get power and cost
efficiency. The radio spectrum is very valuable and operators who do not use the
spectrum efficiently could lose their existing licenses or be less competent in the
market, and thus, it is necessary to apply an appropriate modulation scheme.

4.2 Modulation Requirements
The modulator is required to encode the message in a certain way so as to meet
the communication channel requirements for noise immunity, fading, available
bandwidth, bandwidth efficiency (the ratio of the throughput data rate per Hertz in
a given bandwidth), power efficiency (which measures the ability of a system to
preserve the message under low power conditions), and so on.
There are three characteristics of a signal that can be changed over time:
amplitude, frequency and phase. Depending on which of the parameters are
varied, there are different modulation techniques, which will affect in greater or
lesser degree the complexity of the transceiver. In particular, the PA’s design will
depend a large extent on the modulation technique used. A key issue in the design
of the PA transceiver is the linearity of the amplifier. As power efficiency is such
a dominant concern, designers are ready to increase the efficiency at the expense
28
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of another design parameter, like the linearity. In many systems, however, that is
not an unreasonable trade-off since the use of some modulation schemes, allow a
reduction in the linearity of the PAs. In general, modulation schemes can be
separated into two basic categories: constant-envelope and non-constant envelope.
Many modulation schemes have been standardized. The standards employed in
wireless communications have improved from a simple frequency-shift keying
(FSK) to more complex signal types. The GMSK (Gaussian Minimum-Shift
Keying) modulation scheme was chosen for GSM telephony for its ability to
support high transmitter efficiency. Analog modulation schemes were used in the
first generation of mobile communications, providing simple voice telephony,
using either handheld or vehicle mounted terminals. Digital communications were
established for 2G (such as GSM), and they are able to provide more information

2G
Standard

GSM

Modulation

GMSK

2.5G
Data Rate

270.833Kb

Standard

HSCSD

ps

Modulation

EDGE

3G
Data Rate

56 kbps

modulation

Standard

Modulation

Data Rate

UMTS/ARI

Filtered

2 mbps

B (3GPP)

QPSK/BPS

WCDMA

QPSK

384 kbps

UWC-136

/4-DQPSK

48.6 kbps

8-PSK

to 5.2

QPSK/BPS

384 kbps

K
PDC

p/4 DQPSK

42Kbps

TDMA

p/4 DQPSK

48.6Kbps

(NADC)

GPRS

GMSK

171.2 kbps

EDGE

mod.8PSK/G

812.5Kbps

(2.75)

MSK

mbps
CdmaOnce

QPSK/OQP

1.2288Mbp

(ISE-95)

SK

s spreading

EGPRS

Cdma2000

EDGE

K

modulation

IS-

QPSK/8PSK

136B/HS

9.6Kbps
14.4Kbps
43.2 kbps

IS-95B

BQPSK/QPSK

14.4Kbps

64-ary orth.

Table 1: 2G, 2.5G and 3G standards [20I,[211

capacity, compatibility with digital services, higher data security, better quality
communications, and quicker system availability. Consequently, digital systems
architectures can offer services that were not possible with analog systems. Digital
cellular communication is experiencing explosive growth world-wide. Current
and future high capacity digital cellular systems require the design of state-of-theart techniques from digital communication theory due to its bandwidth limitation.
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noisy environment and complexity constraints. 2.5G communications systems,
such as GPRS and EDGE (2.75G), are a bridge towards 3G and are being
currently used. As 3G standards strive to increase data throughput and maximize
the spectral efficiency of the network, complex modulation schemes are being
used to realize these requirements. Two major approaches to 3G mobile
communications have to be distinguished. The first one uses a new radio access
scheme, such as the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service),
which is based on wideband code-division

multiple access (WCDMA). The

second is the evolution of both the standard TDM A (Time-Division multiple
access) technique in GSM and Industry Standard 136, toward higher spectral
efficiency. For this, a novel common physical layer, EDGE (Enhanced Data rates
for GSM Evolution) will be introduced. EDGE improves spectral efficiency by
applying the 8PSK modulation format (8-ary phase-shift keying) instead of the
binary GMSK (Gaussian minimum-shift keying), which is used in GSM. Table 1
shows the different standards adopted during 2G, 2.5G and 3G and the modulation
techniques adopted [19].

4.3 Constant Envelope
In the constant-envelope modulation scheme, the symbol information is
transmitted in the phase of the transmitted signal. Therefore, what is important is
that the signal path does not distort the phase of the signal. Unlike the non
constant envelope case, the signal to be transmitted will have constant amplitude,
and the signal at the output of the PA will have constant amplitude as well. Thus,
as long as the input-output relationship is known, the input level can be varied to
reach the desired output level, which will be constant. The power level variations
in the mobile unit usually only vary between frames for constant-envelope
modulation schemes; in a given frame, the power level is constant.
The particular standardized modulation method GMSK is of interest since it is
used in the GSM system. A brief introduction to digital modulation schemes is
given, showing the logical development of GMSK from simpler schemes.
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4.3.1

Phase Shift Keying

The principle of PSK modulation is to vary the phase of the carrier in accordance
with the baseband signal. The amplitude and the frequency of the carrier remain
unchanged and hence, PSK is a constant envelope modulation method. In its
simplest form of two level PSK, the incoming bit stream is given a phase reversal
of 180° every time a 1 changes to a 0 and vice versa. The special cases of PSK are
indicated by the number of levels of digital signal e.g 2PSK, 4PSK and 8PSK etc.
For the case of binary PSK (BPSK), two signals are used, representing ‘1’ or ‘O’:

Sq (/) = Acos(cu • t) represents binary ‘0’
(/) = ^cos(6!; -t + zr) represents binary ‘ 1 ’
Figure 17 represents the Signal space diagram for a BPSK modulated signal. The
two symbols have the maximum distance possible: 180°.
V4

-

180°

0°

‘r

‘0’

>r
Figure 17: Signal space Diagram for BPSK

4.3.2

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

If we define four signals, each with a phase shift differing by 90° (Figure 18) then
we have quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK). The input binary stream {dk},
dk=do,di,d2... arrives at the modulator input at a rate of 1/T bits/sec and it is
separated into two data streams I(t) and Q(t) containing odd and even bits
respectively:

I=do,d2, d4,... Q=di,d3, ds,...
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Figure 18: Signal space Diagram for QPSK

Figure 18 shows the phase domain of a QPSK signal. Each group of two bits is
represented by a different phase angle, 90^ apart from the next. A common
implementation of a QPSK modulator is shown in Figure 19, and consists of a
Serial-To-Parallel converter to separate the bit stream into even and odd
components; two low pass filters to limit the bandwidth; and a set of doublebalanced mixers, known as quadrature modulator. Finally, the outputs from each
mixer are added together and fed through an amplifier to a bandpass filter, which
removes any harmonics of the modulated signal.
LPF

sin(a)^pt)

Figure 19: QPSK Modulation Block Diagram

Thus, the resulting signal will be:
F(/) = /-008(6!;^.

+

•Q = -y//* +Q~

■cos[co^ -t + tp),

where(p = i2iX\

'fyj

(27)

Each of the four possible phases of carriers represents tw o bits of data. Thus, there
are tw o bits per symbol. Since the symbol rate for QPSK is half the bit rate, tw ice
as much data can be carried in the same amount of channel bandwidth as
compared with to BPSK. This is possible because the two signals I and Q are
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Figure 18: Signal space Diagram for QPSK

Figure 18 shows the phase domain of a QPSK signal. Each group of two bits is
represented by a different phase angle, 90° apart from the next. A common
implementation of a QPSK modulator is shown in Figure 19, and consists of a
Serial-To-Parallel converter to separate the bit stream into even and odd
components; two low pass filters to limit the bandwidth; and a set of doublebalanced mixers, known as quadrature modulator. Finally, the outputs from each
mixer are added together and fed through an amplifier to a bandpass filter, which
removes any harmonics of the modulated signal.
LPF

sin(o)Rpt)

Figure 19: QPSK Modulation Block Diagram

Thus, the resulting signal will be:
V{t) = I ■cos[(Oi^ •t) + Q-s\n[Q)^ •t) = yjP +Q^ ■cos[(0^

+

f j

w/zere ^ = tan"' y

^21)

Each of the four possible phases of carriers represents two bits of data. Thus, there
are two bits per symbol. Since the symbol rate for QPSK is half the bit rate, twice
as much data can be carried in the same amount of channel bandwidth as
compared with to BPSK. This is possible because the two signals I and Q are
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orthogonal to each other and can be transmitted without interfering with each
other.
4.3.3

Offset Quadrature Shift Keying

This modulation scheme is obtained by delaying the odd bit stream (Q) of the
basic QPSK modulation, by half a bit interval with respect to the even bit stream.
This is easily done by modifying the data multiplexer in Figure 19. The aim of
this delay is to make the phase transitions more gradual, avoiding large amplitude
transitions in the QPSK waveform (the possibility of a phase shift of 180° is
eliminated). The transitions occur twice often, but with half the intensity of the
QPSK. Due to the similarities with the QPSK, both the power spectral density and
the bit error rate are the same, but the advantage of the OQPSK technique is only
observable after being filtered. The filtered QPSK and OQPSK signals belong to
the non-constant envelope class, and will be mentioned in next section.
4.3.4

Minimum Shift Keying

MSK is a variation of the OQPSK modulation, where the rectangular input stream
is replaced by half cycle sinusoidal pulses. The effect of this is that the phase shift
is achieved smoothly over a bit period, and hence, the MSK signal has a
continually varying phase. Consequently, the Power Spectral density of the MSK
signal falls off much more rapidly than the QPSK spectrum. However, since the
slope of the phase is no constant, the frequency is discontinuous and this results in
a somewhat wider main lobe in its power spectral density. As a result, MSK
provides a significant improvement over QPSK in respect of adjacent channel
interference by having low side lobes.
4.3.5

Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK)

OMSK tries to minimize the main lobe width by preshaping the data stream with a
filter prior to MSK modulation. A Gaussian-shaped filter which accepts about one
percent inter symbol interference (ISI) has a considerable better out of band
performance, since the final bandwidth is constricted. That is why this type of
modulation is termed as Gaussian MSK or GMSK modulation. The filter designed
for GSM standard in [22] is a linear filter with impulse response defined by:
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g[t) = h[t)^rect

(28)

\Tj

where rect{x) defined in Eq.(29) and * is the usual symbol denoting convolution.
recti — =—
[TJ 7
rect

for\t\< —
" 2

(29)

- 0 otherwise

and h(t):
f

exp

m=

-t‘

is^r

(30)

where
s=

271 BT

(31)

The relationship between the pre-modulation filter bandwidth {B) and the bit
period (7) defines the bandwidth of the system. If B>l/T, then the waveform
essentially remains a ‘MSK’. When B<l/T, then ISI occurs. In GSM, the ‘BT’
product is set to 0.3, corresponding to the best compromise between bandwidth
occupancy and interference resistance. The modulating symbol rate is 1/T= 1625/6
ksymb/s, which corresponds to 1/T= 1625/6 kbit/s.
Figure 20 shows the Power Spectrum Density for the most relevant modulation
schemes explained so far and it depicts that GMSK possesses the narrowest
bandwidth.
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Figure 20: Power Spectral Density of MSK, GMSK and QPSK modulation schemes

4.4 Non Constant Envelope
In the non-constant envelope modulation schemes, symbol information is not
contained in the amplitude of the transmitted signal, and thus there does not need
to be a linear relationship between the input and the output. In the non-constant
envelope case, there is symbol information contained in the transmitted signal, so
the PA must amplify the amplitude of the signal without any distortion. If this
constraint is not accomplished, the transmitted signal will contain incorrect
information, corrupting the communications link.
4.4.1

Filtered QPSK and OQPSK

It is possible to limit the output spectrum for QPSK and OQPSK by filtering the
base-band I and Q modulation signals before applying these to the mixer, shows
the Power Spectral Density for both the filtered and unfiltered QPSK signals. It is
noticeable the great reduction achieved for the filtered QPSK. In this work, a
raised cosine filter described in section 7.4.1 has been used to filter a QPSK
signal. The resulting signal varies in amplitude, being converted into a non
constant modulation scheme. Therefore, when the filtered QPSK and OPSK
signals pass through a non-linear power amplifier, the output spectrum undergoes
the so called spectral regrowth due to the saturation or compression characteristics
of the PA. It is therefore essential, either to use a linear PA, or use a linearization
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technique to avoid the aforementioned spectral regrowth. On the other hand, there
is a somewhat improvement if an OQPSK signal is used instead, since its
amplitude fluctuations are greatly reduced.

Figure 21: Power Spectral Density of Filtered/Unfiltered QPSK

4.4.2

8PSK

The modulation type that is used in GSM is the OMSK seen before. To achieve
higher bit rates per time slot, the modulation method requires a change. The
modulation standard selected for EDGE, 8-phase shift keying (8PSK) is a linear
method in which three consecutive bits are mapped onto one symbol in the I/Q
plane. The symbol rate remains the same as for GMSK, but each symbol now
represents three bits instead of one. The total rate is therefore increases by a factor
of three.
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Figure 22: 8PQSK I/Q diagram Edge

The I/Q diagram in Figure 22 shows that the distance between the different
symbols is shorter using 8PSK modulation than when using OMSK. This increase
the risk for misinterpretation of the symbols because it is more difficult for the
radio receiver to detect which symbol it has received. 8PSK modulation has the
same qualities in terms of generating interference on adjacent channel as OMSK.
This make possible to integrate EDGE channels into an existing frequency plan
and to assign new EDGE channels in the same way as standard GSM channels.
The standard in shows specifies that the modulating bits are Gray mapped in
groups of three to 8PSK symbols by the rule: s^ =

, where / is given by the

following table:
Modulating bits

j

(1,1.1)
(0,1,1)
(0,1,0)

(0,0,0)
(0,0,1)

.v7'(i,o,i) (1,0,0)

I

(1,1,0)

”

6
7

Table 2:1 value for 8PSK symbols

In order to fit the wide 8PSK signal into the narrow GSM spectrum mask, a
special form of pulse-shaping filter is used. This premodulation filter is defined by
ETSI as a linearize GMSK pulse. The modulating symbol rate is l/T=1625/6
ksymb/s, which corresponds to 3x1625/6 kbit/s. For the RF designer 8PSK
represent a significant shift in technology as the envelope of the modulation is no
longer constant. Non-linear amplification of the signal results in a spectral
spreading (violating the GSM mask requirements) and introduction of significant
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errors in the modulation vector. It is needed, either a linear amplification (class A
amplifiers or a backed-off class AB), or some form of linearization technique.
4.4.3

7C/4-Shifted Differentially Encoded PSK (7C/4-DQPSK)

7C/4-DQPSK is a modulation that is cross between QPSK and 8-PSK. It has been
widely used in many applications including cellular (NADC-IS54 and PDC),
cordless and trunked radio. It could be used for the WCDMA technology. This
modulation technique separates the incoming bit stream into two groups of twobit symbols. Like 8-PSK, it has 8 symbols equally spaced. It uses, though, two
QPSK constellations that are offset by 45 degrees (7c/4 radians). The transitions
must occur from one constellation to the other. This guarantees that there is
always a change in phase at each symbol, making clock recovery easier. The data
is encoded in the magnitude and direction of the phase shift, not in the absolute
position in the constellation. One advantage of 7t/4 DQPSK us that the signal
trajectory does not pass through the origin, thus simplifying the transmitter
design. Additionally, 7t/4 DQPSK with root raised cosine filtering, has better
spectral efficiency than OMSK.
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Chapter 5
Power Efficiency Versus Spectral Purity

5.1 Introduction
As discussed before, one of the main concerns in wireless communication systems
is high-power amplifier efficiency as this has a direct impact on size, power
consumption, and cost. At the same time, HPA linearity is critical for linear
modulation schemes. This chapter describes the two methodologies used to solve
this challenge: The Efficiency Enhancement techniques use a linear but inefficient
amplifier, and attempt to improve the efficiency; meanwhile the Linearization
techniques employ a non-linear but efficient amplifier together with a
linearization system.

5.2 Efficiency Enhancement Techniques
Efficiency of power amplifiers for wireless handsets is a critical issue for
prolonging battery life. When the power amplifier is used at reduced power levels,
the overall efficiency drops rapidly. These techniques try to improve the PA
efficiency on linear PAs so that linear modulated signals can be used without any
risk of distortion
5.2.1

The Doherty Amplifier

The Doherty Amplifier [24] is an efficient enhancement technique. The essential
aspect of the Doherty scheme is the creation of a ‘constant voltage, maximum
efficiency’ range of operation for the main PA. It uses a load-pull technique,
where the maximum output power is the combined power of two (or more) linear
amplifiers. Figure 23 shows the diagram of a two-stage Doherty amplifier.
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Figure 23: Two-stage Doherty Amplifier

At low power output levels, A1 works in its linear region, with A2 being shut
down. The efficiency of A1 is augmented with the input power, until it reaches a
level, known as the transition point. At this level, A1 is operating at its maximum
efficiency and A2 is still switched off Consequently, the overall system is
operating at maximum efficiency. Once the transition point is passed, A2 will start
its activity, performing as a controlled current source. Meanwhile, A1 is in a
constant maximum voltage condition, acting as a voltage source. Due to the load
pulling effect on Al, the effective load resistance decreases dynamically with
increasing drive level, generating an output power proportional to the cube of the

Figure 24; Transfer characteristic of the Doherty Amplifier
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increasing input voltage amplitude. This is possible via the quarter wave
transformer, which acts as an impedance inverter. As a result, the transfer
characteristics of the two amplifiers combine to give a composite linear response
(Figure 24), maintaining a maximum efficiency down to the 6dB backoff point.
The Doherty amplifier can be extended to as many stages as desired, although the
complexity of the system increases and the advantages diminish. Each amplifier
introduces a new transition point where the lower amplifiers saturate, and the
higher ones start working. Although it is a solution of low complexity, the IMD
performance of the Doherty amplifier is relatively poor, what requires the addition
of a linearization system. The system is also restricted to a fixed frequency
operation due to the use of the XIA transmission line, and the requirement for a
phase matching between the two paths.

5.2.2

LINC Techniques

The basis of the LINC (Linear Amplification with Non-linear Components)
systems [23] consists in using two matched non-linear power amplifiers to create
a linear signal. This technique can achieve both power and spectral efficiency.
Figure 25 shows how two phasors with equal amplitudes are generated from the
input signal in the signal component separator. These two signals are amplified
independently by highly power efficient amplifiers and recombined at the end.

The two signals si(t) and S2(t) must be separated in a way that both amplitudes are
constant to the maximum value (Vmojc)- The amplitude information of the original
signal VftJ will be included in the phase of both signals in such a way that their
combination will modify the amplitude of the resulting signal. This modification
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is nontrivial, but the application of DSP techniques will greatly aid the separation
process. Its major drawbacks are its sensitivity to gain and phase imbalance
between the two amplifier branches, and the considerable loss of efficiency in the
combiner. Nevertheless, some methods have been reported in order to improve
these setbacks.
It is worth mentioning in this section the CALLUM technique (Combined
Analogue Locked Loop Universal Modulator). This method is very similar to
LINC, and its main difference is that the two constant amplitude phasors are
generated by means of two feedback loops.

5.2.3

Envelope Elimination and Restoration (Kahn Technique)

Kahn firstly developed this technique in 1950’s [25] for SSB and TV transmitters,
although it may be suitable for another modulation schemes. It is an efficiency
enhancement technique, which can be used for linear amplification. Some
bibliographies do not consider EER a LINC technique since the method used to
restore the signal is completely different.

Figure 26: Envelope Elimination and Restoration Block Diagram

The principle is shown in Figure 26.

The input signal is split into its polar

components, magnitude and phase modulation, by means of an envelope detector
and a limiter. The constant-envelope, phase-modulated signal will be amplified by
the High Efficiency Power Amplifier. A suitable efficient audio amplifier will
amplify the baseband AM signal. The envelope is restored by modulating the
collector or the power supply of the final RF power stage with the resulting AM
signal.
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One of the benefits of this system is that the overall amplifier or transmitter could
be 100% efficient, since both of the amplifiers are theoretically 100% efficient.
However, it only achieves modest amounts of corrections and requires delay lines
to compensate for difference between the envelope and phase path delays.
Nevertheless, the ability to re-construct AM at the output of an efficient saturated
amplifier will be greatly aided by DSP techniques. Additionally as it does not
correct AM-PM distortion, some form of phase feedback is needed. The
development of this idea produced the concept of the polar-loop transmitter
described in next section.

5.2.4

Adaptive Bias

The overall efficiency on a PA is defined as the ratio of the RF output power at
the load to the supply power:
(32)

77 =
DC

-t" P.tn

The fundamental idea of an adapting bias amplifier consists in providing a supply
voltage that increases in proportion to the increasing drive voltage. Consequently,
the output power increases linearly with the input power, and according to the
equation above, the efficiency is maximized. The limits of this operation are the
knee region on the lower side, and the region where the variations of the RF signal
reach the breakdown point.
The principle of operation is shown in Figure 27. Part of the input signal passes
through an envelope detector. The resulting signal will feed a bias control circuit,
which ensure that the amplifier has sufficient bias to work in the linear region, and
that the supply current follows the signal envelope level.
The crucial element in this technique is the converter that translates the low level
signal obtained from the envelope detector, to a high-level supply to the RF
transistor. However, the bias control circuit is relatively simple and does not
require much power. The major restriction is the possible increase of the AM-AM
distortion, due to the possible variation of the amplifier gain for the different
levels of gate bias voltage.
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Some schemes, like dynamically biased cartesian feedback [26] use the adaptive
bias complementary to a linearizing circuit (Cartesian Feedback see section 5.3.1),
so that both efficiency and linearization effectiveness are improved. This
technique allows the linear amplification of spectrally efficient modulation
schemes whilst still retaining the inherent power efficiency of non-linear power
amplifiers.

V BIAS

V DD

Figure 27: Adaptive Bias Block Principle

5.3 Linearization Techniques
Linearization is a systematic procedure for reducing an amplifier’s distortion.
There are many different ways of linearizing an amplifier, but basically consists
of using the amplitude and phase of the input RF envelope, compare both to their
correspondent output, and generate the suitable corrections. Using linearization
techniques, the amplifier can produce more output power and operate at a higher
level of efficiency. The conventional negative feedback employed on audio PAs
can be used only on some limited microwave frequencies applications, since they
cause instability and time causality conflicts (it is assumed that the feedback
process occurs instantaneously). However, variations of the classical feedback
have leaded to indirect feedback topologies such as ‘Polar Correction’ and
‘Cartesian Correction’, which have been more widely applied. Other methods as
feed-forward and predistortion are very common forms of linearization.
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5.3.1

Indirect Feedback Techniques

Indirect Feedback Techniques (IFB) detect the input and output signals, compare
the two resulting baseband signals and generate an error, which corrects the
distortion generated by the amplifier. Figure 28 is a simplified diagram of the IFB
concept, where the correction is achieved by means of a voltage variable
attenuator and phase shifter, although simple systems typically apply only
amplitude feedback. Several techniques have been developed based on this
principle, but the most renowned are the Polar Loop and the Cartesian Loop.

•

Polar Loop ( Petrovic - 1970’s)

Petrovic developed this technique for the implementation of an SSB transmitter
[27], but it can be applied to other modulation schemes such as AM, suppressed
carrier AM, as well as other variations of SSB. The RF signal is resolved into
amplitude and phase components, resulting in the design showed in Figure 29.
Both amplitude and phase are controlled within independent feedback loops. The
phase-correction is a simple phase-locked loop, where the VCO oscillates
depending on the phase error between output and input baseband signals. The
amplitude correction comes from a differential amplifier. The output amplitude
has been attenuated and converted to a convenient IF by a mixer, and followed by
a limiter and demodulator, it is possible to get its phase and amplitude
components respectively.
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Figure 29: Polar Loop Block Diagram

Transmitters using polar loop correction have efficiency greater than 50% and
IM3 products at SOdBc. However, one of the limitations is the wide bandwidth of
the phase detector output, particularly during zero crossing, leading to spurious
outputs with two-tone tests. Thus, the polar method is restricted to some linear
modulation schemes, being necessary a further develop of ideas to conceive a
linear transmitter capable of transmitting any form of linear modulation: the
Cartesian Loop.
•

Cartesian Loop (Petrovic & Smith - 1980’s)

The Cartesian Loop [2],[28] is a superior form of modulation feedback transmitter
where the output signal is resolved into quadrature (I and Q) components, most
often used with QPSK modulation. The Cartesian Loop differs from the polar
loop in that it is a linearized transmitter rather than a linearized amplifier, and it
can be appropriate for wider bandwidth modulation schemes such as GSM EDGE.
The baseband I/Q input signals (Figure 30) are applied through a differential
correcting amplifier to a quadrature modulator to generate the RF signal that will
pass through the power amplifier stages to the output. A portion of the distorted
signal is attenuated and fed to a quadrature demodulator, which are compared
with the undistorted input signals in the aforementioned differential amplifiers.
The gain of these amplifiers will force an output that will track the original
signals. Given the orthogonal structure of the system, with two independent
feedback paths, both AM-AM and AM-PM characteristics are linearize. Although
the loop itself is simple, the local oscillator and down-converter must be
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extremely well shielded to prevent unwanted modulation by the PA output signal.
A phase shift is required between the up and down conversion to ensure that both
processes are correctly synchronized. The Cartesian loop improves the Polar since
it avoids the need for a dynamic PLL, its implementation is simpler, and it can be
applied to any modulation scheme.
However, its performance is limited by the delay around the loop and hence it is
not normally appropriate for multi-carrier amplification and the choice of the
power amplifier is critical.
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Figure 30: Cartesian Loop Block Diagram

5.3.2

Feed-forward Linearisation

Feedforward is a simple linearisation technique that predates the original feedback
patented by Black [3]. It differs from the feedback in that the correction is applied
to the output rather than to the input. This technique avoids the causality conflict
inherent in the feedback method, offering intrinsic stability and no bandwidth
limitations. The main problem is that since the correction is applied to the
amplified output, the correction signal needs to be amplified as well, what
requires from another amplifier (error amplifier), which will limit the overall
correction. Figure 31 shows a feedforward amplifier, where a sample of the
distortion generated by the main amplifier is fedforward and combined with the
amplifier output so that the distortion is cancelled. The system consists of two
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loops: The first loop extracts the distortion products from the signal. This is
achieved by subtracting the input signal from the output of the amplifier. The
second loop amplifies these distortion products and subtracts them from the
output of the system. The result is a cancellation of the distortion at the output and
therefore, an amplified wanted signal.

It is necessary to introduce compensating time delay elements in both loops so
that the cancellation is completely matched. In addition, there can be a loss of
efficiency in the Power Amplifier in the case that not only the distortion but also
part of the signal is subtracted to the output. Another concern is that the system
has to be optimized for a specific range of frequencies, due mainly to the
frequency-dependent amplitude and phase characteristics of the amplifiers.
This technique was almost ignored until the late 1960’s and more recently, it has
been applied to military HF communications, integrated TV cable amplifiers,
satellite amplifiers and cellular radio systems.

5.3.3

Predistortion Techniques

Predistortion is the most common linearization technique deployed in new
systems today. It does not decrease the efficiency of the Power Amplifier as could
happen with the feedforward technique, it has an excellent broadband operation
and offers minimal complexity with reasonable IMD reduction. Unlike
feedforward techniques, predistortion can provide a viable improvement in
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linearity near saturation. With Predistortion, a non-linear module is inserted
between the modulated input signal and the primary power amplifier stage so that
it complements the distortion of the original amplifier generating IMD products in
anti-phase, which reduces the out-of-band emissions. Predistortion has application
in many areas of communications such as linear modulation, adaptive antenna
systems and the provision of linear amplifier for CDMA systems. It may be
divided into three broad categories: RF Predistortion, IF Predistortion and
Baseband Predistortion Techniques, depending on where is the implementation
taking place: at the RF final carrier frequency, at a convenient intermediate
frequency (so that the same design can be used for different carrier frequencies) or
at baseband frequencies (before the upconversion). RF and IF predistortion have a
similar performance, and normally operate in an open-loop configuration,
meanwhile the Baseband technique can use feedback in order to compensate
Predistorter

LPA

|G|

|G|

©
Zg

Zg

©
Figure 32: Predistortion Technique Basic Principle

successfully the time-varying characteristics of the system (components aging,
temperature changes, channel switching, power supply variations and component
drift). Figure 32 shows the form of operation of the predistortion technique, where
the upconversion stage, used in the case of baseband predistortion, has been
omitted for simplicity. Both the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of the
Predistorter have to be inverse of the Power amplifier AM/AM and AM/PM
characteristics. The nonlinearities generated in the Predistorter may be either of
the generic type, which provides a true inverse of the amplifier transfer function
or of polynomial type, which provides an approximation of the transfer function
in terms of polynomial terms. The output signal is therefore an amplified, but
undistorted replica of the input signal.
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•

RF and IF Predistortion

The aim of RF and IF Predistortion Teehniques is to try to linearize the entire
bandwidth of an amplifier; consequently it is appropriate for wideband
multicarrier systems. Traditional systems were able to achieve a reasonable
linearization, but more recent advances, such as the APT™ technique [29], are
capable of correcting higher order levels of non-linearity.
Cubic Predistortion is a basic form of polynomial predistortion whose objective
is to remove only the third-order distortion on a PA. It can be very useful for
systems where it is sufficient to decrease the third-order products to the same or
lower level than the next higher products. It consists of two paths that are added at
the end. The first path is the original signal delayed, and the second path has some
gain and phase control elements and the cubic non-linearity. The required thirdorder non-linearity is typically generated with diodes, varactors or FETs. The
resulting signal will possess a limited level of third-order products. The
predistorter’s aptness depends very highly on the possible phase and gain errors,
proper delay line on the first path, and the amplifier distortion characteristics (that
has to be mainly cubic).
The Curve-Fitting Predistorters are more flexible than the Cubic predistorters
since they can follow any nonlinearity. However, they are complex and they need
an initial complicated adjustment procedure. One solution could be the use of
Digital IF Predistortion, where the process is performed in the digital domain.
Limitations arise, depending on the speed and resolution of the A/D and D/A
converters, as well as on the large power consumption of such fast devices.
A better approach consists of adapting the performance of the predistorter, so that
its matching can be maintained in spite of the time-varying characteristics of the
PA. In the case of RF and IF circuits some methods have been developed to
compensate changes. Changes in temperature can be compensated using a LUT
whose entries are dependent on the temperature level; changes on the ACP are
controlled using a DSP that modifies gain and phase controls; a technique that
uses correlation can control the changes on the IMD.
The overall efficiency of the Predistorter System will depend on several factors,
such as the class of power amplifier, the power consumption of the predistorter,
the degree of power back-off necessary to meet he ACP requirements, and the
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characteristics of the input signal. To be worthily, the predistorter system has to
obtain a better efficiency than the efficiency of a backed-off amplifier with the
same level of IMD or SVE.
RF/IF Predistortion Techniques have the advantages of simplicity, good stability
(unlike Cartesian loop) and wide bandwidth linearization. The disadvantages are
mainly related to the limited improvement reached, since it normally deals only
with third or fifth order distortion products. These techniques have been often
used complementary to other techniques such as feedforward or Cartesian loop,
although newer techniques such as APL™ can achieve a much better linearity
improvement.

Figure 33: General Predistortion System

•

Baseband Predistortion

A Baseband Predistorter performs its task when the signal is at baseband, where in
many cases, is simpler to work. Even more, as many of modem radio transceivers
employ some form of DSP in their baseband processing, it is straightforward to
design the predistortion within the processor. Baseband systems can easily be
made adaptive if the output signal is demodulated and compared to the required
value and, consequently, it is very common to encounter an Adaptive Digital
Baseband Predistorter. Even so, some adaptive analogue predistorters have also
been constructed [30].
The digital predistortion method predicts the needed correction using past
knowledge about the characteristics of the non-linear distortion rather than using
feedback from the current signal. This method prevents limitations associated
with delays, such as in Cartesian loop.
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The Baseband Predistorter can be seen as a hybrid of the RF predistortion and the
Cartesian loop. The system is a complete transmitter, where the upconversion
process is incorporated. Figure 33 illustrates the hardware schematic of a
complete transmitter. It can be seen that the quadrature signals are used for both
the up- and downconversion, and for the actual predistortion process itself There
are two sets of signals: the original baseband signal, and a sample of the amplified
signal, which has been appropriately attenuated. The quadrature original signal is
treated within the Digital Signal Processor, converted into analogue, upconverted
and amplified. Part of the distorted signal will be converted to digital after its
downconversion, and fed to the processor. There, the predistortion prediction is
adjusted in order to minimize the error between the two signals.
There are many methods reported to predistort the signal, and most of them have
in common look-up tables of weighting coefficients at various amplitude levels.
An adaptive algorithm is needed in order to update these coefficients regularly.
The algorithm takes the input and output signals, compares them, and after
appropriate operations, updates the LUT entry corresponding to the input signal
levels. These coefficients are treated together with the input signal to generate the
predistorted output.

Figure 34: Adaptive Baseband Predistortion Linearization Scheme
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This technique is based on the orthogonal characteristics of the signal, and it is
called complex predistortion technique. It attempts to compensate both the
AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of an amplifier by operating on orthogonal
versions of the input signal (either I/Q or amplitude and phase). Thus, it will
implement two non linear functions H and O that globally invert the G and 'P
characteristics of the amplifier.

Look-Up Table
As mentioned previously, the weighting coefficients are stored in look-up tables.
These values represent the predistorter complex gain

for a table entry i.

Each entry corresponds to a quantized input amplitude which is updated every
sample time. They are generally stored in pairs of either ‘In Phase’ and
‘Quadrature’ components {Pi and Pg) or ‘Amplitude’ and ‘Phase’ {Pa and Pg)
components of the Predistorter Complex Gain as it is illustrated in the formula
below:

P{|r {/)f}= Re{p{|K(0|’}} + ylm{p{|F(/)f }} = P, + jP^ =P^

e JPe

(33)

There are some tradeoffs to consider when designing the parameters of the LUT:
1) Size
2) The complexity of the algorithm used to determine the table spacing
3) The adaptation capability using the agreed algorithm in (2)
4) The minimum IBO specified depending on the size and the algorithm
5) The performance in terms of efficiency, constellation distortion (SDR), and
spurious emissions resulting from all the parameters mentioned above.
There are two main methods of LUT indexing: Cartesian Mapping and envelope
mapping that yield to the mapping PD, polar PD and complex gain PD.

Mapping Predistortion
Bateman suggested in [31] an adaptive predistorter using DSP techniques and
LUTs with curve fitting. Its main drawback was that it required interrupting the
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transmission in order to characterise the amplifier nonlinearities. Subsequent
approaches would solve this problem.
Nagata solved this problem by using an immense two-dimensional table, indexed
by a function of the Cartesian components of the input signal (/and Q) [32]. Thus,
any distortion or error taking place in the conversion process could be cancelled,
as long as it was memoryless. The main problem of this technique was the long
convergence time required to guarantee the distortion suppression, due mainly to
the size of the table. It depended greatly on the resolution in bits {N) of the signal
(2x2^^). Although interpolation techniques weree possible [33], the convergence
time was a limitation. A phase adjustment of the feedback signal was also
required by the system in order to obtain stable operation.

Figure 35: Mapping predistorter block diagram

Polar Predistortion

To solve the problem derived from the size of the LUT in the mapping
predistorter, it is possible to design a one-dimensional table. For that, the
predistorter is restricted to correct only the non-linearities in the amplifier. Thus,
given that the amplifier characteristic is a function of the input amplitude only, the
dimensions of the table are significantly reduced. Faulkner [34],[35] developed a
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technique consisting of two one-dimensional table containing magnitude gain and
phase rotation, respectively.

Figure 36: Polar predistorter block diagram

Figure 36 depicts the method. Firstly, the amplitude is calculated and used to
address the LUT. For each entry, the LUT gives a gain factor. This gain is
multiplied by the amplitude of the input signal and the result is used to address the
second table containing the phase. Two additional LUTs are used to calculate the
sin(-) and cos(-) values, which are employed for the phase rotation stage. Unlike
the Mapping Predistorter, the Polar implementation does not need a delay
adjustment between the input and the output, since it is not sensitive to the phase
of the feedback path. However, this assumption forces the use of perfect
quadrature modulators and demodulators, which are very difficult and expensive
to build. This technique reduces considerably the size of the LUT.

Complex Gain Predistortion
This method has in common to the Polar Predistortion the manner to index the
table, which is done by using the input signal envelope. Also, the LUT is one
dimensional, and pairs of complex gain coefficients (Pi and Pq) are stored on it.
This technique requires fewer operations to predistort the signal compared to the
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polar predistorter, and the predistortion is achieved by a single complex
multiplication:

I, =P,

•/

-

Q
(34)

Q,=P,-I +P, Q

Cavers developed this method in [36],[37] and found some advantages compared
with the mapping PD. It reduced the table size and therefore, the convergence
time, four orders of magnitude. Since the dimensions of the table were minor. It
also eliminated the reconvergence time following a channel switch. Like the polar
PD, it eliminates the need for a phase shifter in the feedback loop.

Power
Amplifier

DSP

Q

COMPLEX
MULTIPLICATION

Quadrature
Modulator

D/A

V
Coupler

Reconstruction
Filters
COMPLEX
GAIN TABLE

L.O.
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A/D

Quadrature
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Phase
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Figure 37: Complex gain table predistorter

A simple method of indexing the LUT is:
I,,, = INT{K,^x\vf)

(35)

, where Kwt is a scaling factor and v is the complex baseband input signal. Using
the power of the signal as the input for the indexing process provides a linear
distribution with respect to the input signal power level. Consequently, there will
be more density of table entries close to PEP (Peak Envelope Power), which is the
point with the highest non-linearity.
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There are some eonsiderations to be aware of when designing an adaptive
baseband Predistorter:
The Adjaeent Channel Power increases with the temperature, the drive level and
the carrier leakage. A solution is to use an adaptive correction.
Gain and Phase Error due to the different gain and phase shift on the I and Q paths
can cause an increase on the ACP. This problem as well as the DC nulling could
be solved by using the DC Nulling and Error Correction depicted in Figure 38.
Gerr

and

Ferr

depends on the gain difference between I and Q (AG) and their

additional phase shift (A0).

Figure 38: DC Nulling and Error Correction

Antenna load mismatch, physical disturbances and the coupling of nearby signals
can interfere on the performance of the Predistorter.
The sampling rate

{ fs )

for each channel must be at least equal to the full

bandwidth of the RF channel. A reduction of/will lead to a poorer suppression of
the IMD products. L. Sundstrom et. all select in [38] an oversampling rate
depending on the ACI level specified. //2 need at the most be equal to the
frequency where the predistortion spectrum has decreased to the specified ACI
levels. At the same time at too high sample rate will lead to a higher power
consumption.
It is necessary to use an appropriate resolution so that the quantization error does
not interfere on the different stages of the Predistorter. L. Sundstrom et. al.
analyze in [39] the optimum wordlengths for a given ACI in different parts of the
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predistortion system: source signal, table address calculation, LUT, predistortion
calculation and modulation correction. In all the cases, the resolution is estimated
to be between 10 and 13 bits, although the required wordlength is also a function
of the amplifier characteristic and the modulation scheme used. This is the
technique used in the present work since it reduces the memory needed to achieve
the predistortion and is capable to track the time-varying characteristics of the
amplifier.

5.3.4

Postdistortion

The postdistorsion technique performs its linearization after the PA, once the
signal is amplified and, therefore, distorted. The major problem is that it must be
capable of handling the full power capability of the PA output stage. This restricts
the range of non linear elements which could be used, and the overall power
efficiency due to the possible losses on this stage.
An alternative design consists in placing the predistorter in the receiver, rather
than in the transmitter, where the signal level is less significant. L.D. Quans
defends in [40] that implementing the postdistortion technique at the base station,
allows all the portable transmitters to transmit with a more relaxed ACI
requirements. Therefore, it is possible to increase the number of possible
transmission channels and the portable transceivers can be simple, light weight
and power efficient.
The obvious problem in this design is the absence of the original signals, which
are necessary for a good adaptation. The IMD reduction is limited, being still
required another linearization technique on the transmitter.
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Chapter 6
Adaptive Algorithm for Predistortion
of Power Amplifiers

6.1 Introduction
Most of today’s PAs use some form of feedforward technology, but in recent
years designers have started to use linearization techniques that employ digital
predistortion. Compared to feed-forward architectures, designs that are based on
digital predistortion approaches show higher efficiency at lower cost and, with
recent advances in technology, digital predistortion can now support signal
bandwidths in excess of 20 MHz. Whenever there is a requirement to process
signals that result from operation in an environment of unknown statistics, the use
of adaptive solutions offer a significant improvement over fixed filter solutions
[41]. The adaptation algorithm is necessary to adjust the function or table values
that control the predistorter. This section describes some algorithms used for the
adaptive predistortion technique described in previous sections.

6.2 Algorithm requirement

The specific technique developed in this research is the digital baseband
predistortion technique, and therefore, an appropriate algorithm is fundamental in
the predistortion system. As seen in Figure 37, the adaptation algorithm has to
adjust the coefficients of the look-up-table structures used to compensate for the
nonlinear amplitude and phase distortion of the RT power amplifier. The key to
successful adaptive signal processing is understanding the fundamental properties
of adaptive algorithms. These properties are stability, speed of convergence, miss
adjustment errors, robustness, numerical complexity, and round-off error analysis
of adaptive algorithms.
PAs used in narrowband modulation schemes such as EDGE can be modelled as
memoryless nonlinearities.

This non-linearity has two components: the
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Amplitude-to-Amplitude (AM/AM) and Amplitude-to-Phase (AM/PM) distortion,
and can be represented as a complex gain which depends on the input amplitude.
G{\V,{tf]=Re{G{\Vp(t)f] }+j Im{G{\Vp{t)f} )= Ga{|

(36)

If the predistorted signal applied to the amplifier is represented in its polar
version:
Vp{i)- Ap{i)cos{C0ct^(J]{t)+(l)p(J))

(37)

and
V{t)~ A{X)-cos{Q^t-^(lj{t))

(38)

is the original signal, the amplified signal can be written as follows:
VM=V^t)-G{\V,{t)f}=A^t)-GA{Ap(t)}-cos(m:t+0pV))+Gp{Ai,(t)})

where GA{Ap{t)] and Gp{Ap{t)} are

(39)

the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion

respectively. Thus, the predistorter must be able to invert the non-linearities in
order to cancel out the IMD products produced by the power amplifier. Hence, if
lm{P{\V{t)'^]] denotes the predistorter complex gain,
the following equation must be true in order to guarantee an accurate cancellation
of the distortion:
P{\V(l)f]-G{\VAtf}=a^jb

(40)

where a, and b, are constants (amplitude independent). This equation may be
solved utilizing a number of different algorithms, each algorithm will have
different properties, implementations and effects on the ultimate signal.
Since we are dealing with complex modulation schemes we will use the following
notation to represent the baseband data:

I{t) + jQ{t) = A{t)-<^o&{<t>{t)) + j ■ A{t)-sm[(l){t))
where

A{t) = ^I^(l)+Q^{t) and

(41)

^(/) =-arctan(2(0//(0)

The input to the power amplifier (PA) is given by,

V {t) = A[t) • COS(^0)'t
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The demodulated baseband symbols after predistortion are:

(43)

(44)

The goal of predistortion is to generate a pair of warped values, Ip(t) and Qp(0, so
that the recovered baseband symbols Id(t) and Qd(0» are equal to I(t) and Q{t).
This requires solving two independent problems:
• First, the magnitude of the data must be warped such that:

Ap(/)-GaMp(0}=A. Pa{^(0}-Ga{A-PaM(0}}= Ad= A

(45)

Thus, the algorithm works by showing for the root of Eq. (45) as follows:
Ap(0-Ga{^p(0}-A = 0

(46)

Recalling Figure 33, the amplifier complex gain G varies the amplitude (Ga
component) and the phase (G? component) of the original signals. In the first case,
the distorted amplitude is a function of the predistorted amplitude, and it has to be
equal to the original A, in order to have an effective predistortion. The basic idea
of digital predistortion is depicted in Figure 39. Let A be the amplitude of the
input signal. The desired response is known from the linear response. Thus value
is used to search through the output characteristic of the amplifier. The value Ad is
the desired output amplitude; from which the proper input amplitude to the
amplifier is determined Ap. Thus, the original input amplitude A is adjusted to
produce Ap.
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Figure 39: Predistortion performance on the PA the transfer funcion

• On the other hand, the phase distortion is an amplitude-dependent phase shift,
and therefore the predistortion is achieved by applying the appropriate phase shift
which results in the correct phase after distortion:
Gpi^p(0)= 4'+ P?{A(t)}+ GpMp(0)= <t>

^

(47)

Gp{/tp(/)}

In the parlance of control theory, this is a system identification problem. We
identify and then subtract out the AM/PM nonlinearity.

For the magnitude problem seen before, it is necessary to use an algorithm that
can solve the Eq.(46). There is no formula that can achieve the exact solution, but
it is possible to use an approximation method, in particular an iteration method,
that is, a method which starts from an initial guess Ap and computes better
solution for each new operation. In a stationary environment, the algorithm will
converge to the optimum Wiener solution, after successive iterations. In a non
stationary environment, the algorithm should offer a tracking capability, in that it
can track time variations in the statistics of the input data, provided that the
variations are sufficiently slow [41].

A wide variety of algorithms have been developed, and they are characterized by:
•

Rate of convergence: This is the number of iterations required for the
algorithm, in response to stationary inputs, to converge to the optimum
Wiener solution. Thus, an algorithm adapts faster with a higher rate of
convergence.
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•

Missadjustment: It gives a quantitative measurement of the deviation that the
final algorithm solution has, with respect to the Wiener solution.

•

Tracking: It is the ability that an adaptive algorithm has to track variations in a
no stationary environment. It is pretty influenced by the rate of convergence
and the steady-state fluctuation due to algorithm noise.

•

Robustness: An algorithm is robust if the small disturbances present in the
system only cause small estimation errors.

•

Computational requirements: It is more related to the physical components
that are going to be required when building the adaptive filter. The number of
operations that the algorithm needs to achieve and the size of memory
locations is going to influence on that.

•

Structure: It is the manner in which the algorithm is going to be implemented
in hardware form. In the case of an algorithm with high level of parallelism
and modularity, could be suitable for VLSI designs.

•

Numerical Properties: When an algorithm is implemented numerically,
inaccuracies are produced due to quantization errors. They are due to analogto-digital conversion of the input data, and digital representation of internal
calculations.

In the following sections, some algorithms that can be used for adaptation
filtering, are presented. The algorithm may converge to a local minimum or,
hopefully, a global minimum. The algorithms described have been analyzed and
simulated in this research, and Cavers’ and LMS algorithm will be included in the
predistortion system designed.

6.3 Newton's Method
Adaptive algorithms have their theoretical foundation in the iterative root finding
technique developed by Newton to solve equations^^) = 0, where/is assumed to
have a continuous derivative/’:

X

(48)

X

fX\)
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The principle of operation is shown in Figure 40, and consists in approximating
the graph of the / function by suitable tangents. The iteration starts by choosing a
starting value

xq.

Then, it calculates the tangent of the function for that value of x,

and the intersection of that tangent with the x axis will give the new value xi and
so on.

Figure 40: Newton’s method graphical description

The Newton method is always linearly stable but it may diverge if xo is
sufficiently far from the solution. \ff(x*) is non-zero, the absolute error ek reduces
with iterations as ek+i - c ek, i.e. at the quadratic rate. Therefore, the Newton's
method is rapidly convergent {second-order) algorithm. When the root is multiple,
i.e. when/(3c= 0, the rate of convergence becomes linear again.
This algorithm is quite restricting since it requires identifying a priori the
amplifier complex gain as a Taylor expansion series seen in section 3.2.1.
Considering that the amplifier instantaneous output amplitude is given by:

(49)

A=yG,.-A'
a
A,i
(=0

Ap,n — AP,»-i, — A'w i=0
Z-J
1=1

(50)
A,i

p

The appropriate Ap value will be found after n iterations of the Newton
Algorithm.
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6.4 The Secant Method
Although Newton’s method is very powerful, it requires an a priori knowledge of
the system and the evaluation of its derivative. It is possible to replace the
derivative by a different quotient so that:

(51)
Thus, replacing the derivative in Eq. (48) by the formula above, we have the
popular secant method:
Xn -X«-l,

(52)

Figure 41 presents a graphical description of the method. It is evident that the
main difference with Newton’s method is that the ultimate solution is encountered
by approximating the function / by secant (and not tangent) lines, whose
intersection with the x axis are continuously approaching the solution.

Figure 41: Secant method graphical description

The secant algorithm converges more quickly than the linear method [43]. The
secant method has however, the disadvantage that the root does not necessarily
remain bracketed. For functions that are not sufficiently continuous, the algorithm
can therefore not be guaranteed to converge: Local behavior might send it off
towards infinity.
The absolute error ek decays as Ck+j = c
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6.5 Cavers’ Algorithm
In presence of noise, the adaptive predistortion method used has to adapt to a
moving target. This causes the table entry to jitter, and the output error to
increase. In [43], Cavers proves that a modification of the secant method improves
the performance of the algorithm, and consists in reducing the adjustments by
adding a step size parameter a

(53)

With this new solution, the adaptation jitter is reduced, at a cost of reducing the
convergence and tracking speed. If a=l, then Eq. (53) is reduced to the Secant
method.
Figure 42 shows the difference between the Secant and Cavers’ algorithm. The
value Xn+i corresponding to the Secant algorithm is calculated directly from the
secant line that cuts the x axis. For Cavers algorithm, the final value is weighted
by a (0.5 in the graphic) so that the secant line is refracted to a more prudent
value, which will avoid instability in case of unexpected changes in the function.

1.2

1.6

1.8

2.2

2.4

2.6

Figure 42: Cavers’ method graphical description
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6.6 LMS Algorithm
The LMS (Least Mean Square) [41] [42] algorithm is very popular and attractive
for implementation due of its simplicity. As with any adaptive algorithm, it is
based on optimizing a certain value. In the case of LMS algorithm, that value is
the Mean Square Error (i.e. the mean square value of the error signal. It is a
stochastic gradient algorithm in that it iterates each coefficient in the direction of
the gradient of the squared magnitude of an error signal with respect to the
coefficient.
The LMS algorithm is a descent algorithm, whose tap-weight adaptation
(unidimensional) has the form:
(54)

At each iteration step, n, the update of the estimated coefficient F is performed
along the direction of

(input and error signals respectively).

The development of the LMS is derived from the descent algorithms, which are
the simplest deterministic optimization methods. The recursive estimator for these
algorithms has the form:
F^=F+/y-v

(55)

Where F are the tap-weights Fq, Fi, F2,..,Fm-i of the M-by-1 tap-weight vector Fn.
The variable ju regulates the effect of the update on the current value of the
estimate. In some cases, it is chosen so that the cost function at step n is
minimized, using a line search optimization method. The most common choice of
V is the direction determined by the negative gradient of the cost function:

v,=-VF(F.,)

(56)

which results in the gradient or steepest descent algorithm. It has the form:
(57)
Given a sequence of an input signal x(n) and a desired measured output signal
y(n), the optimum parameters of the are estimated by minimizing the meansquared-error (MSE) criterion
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J.=e[e\'\ = eUy,-y\)

(58)

where £[] denotes the expectation operator and y'(n) is the actual output signal.
Thus, the cost function is quadratic functional of the form;
y. = e[/J + F’''R-F-2d"-F

(59)

R is the autocorrelation matrix of the input signal Xn (A:n=[x(n) x(n-1x(nM+1)], where M-1 is the number of delay elements), and d is the cross correlation
vector between the input signal JCn and the system desired output signal y^,
respectively, i.e..

(60)

SO that the gradient vector is given by:

VJ =-2d + 2R F

(61)

The Eq.(54) for LMS algorithm is deduced by using as R and d values, the
instantaneous estimates that are based on sample values of the tap-input vector
and desired response, defined as:
R = x-x^
n
n

d = x-jv
n y n

Correspondingly, the instantaneous estimate of the gradient vector is:

Vyn = -2 • X n • yyn +2-\ n • x^n • Fn

(63)

This estimated is biased because the tap-weight estimate vector F„ is a random
vector that depends on the tap-input vector Xn. The estimate F^ may also be
viewed as the gradient operator V applied to the instantaneous squared error
Un P. Thus, substituting the estimate of the gradient vector -Eq. (63)- in the
steepest descent algorithm described in Eq.(57), we get the recursive iteration:
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F^=F
+ *u ■ Xn T
j -x^-F 1 = F +//-JC -e
n+1
n
\
n
n
n I
n
t
n
n

(64)

Thus, the celebrated LMS algorithm results. It is perhaps the most popular method
for adaptive filtering and system identification, mainly due to the simplicity of its
underlying structure and the extensive theoretical analysis and experimental
verification of the fundamental properties of the method (convergence, tracking
ability, and robustness). The algorithm is trimmed by the factor p. The LMS
algorithm converges in the mean to the optimum solution when the “step-size”
factor p is restricted to be inside the interval.

0<jU <

Amax (R)
X
z

(65)

where X(R) denotes an eigenvalue of the autocorrelation matrix.
When p is optimized as dictated by:

=argminF(F_,+//-v )
M

(66)

the normalized LMS algorithm results. In this case, p is time varying and is given
by:
1
J^n=—-------JC

• X

(67)

The normalized LMS algorithm also allows for a deterministic interpretation, as
the filter that minimizes the error norm:

F” =min
F-F ,
F

(68)

subject to the constraint imposed by the model (5), i.e..
(69)
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In this context, the NLMS algorithm is also known as the projection algorithm. A
more robust algorithm may result by replacing the optimum step size by a slightly
different formula:

Mn =

a
fi
• + x^-x
n
n

, «£ (0,2),0</5

(70)

The presence of p guarantees that the denominator never beeomes zero, while a is
a relaxation faetor. Another variant, known as the power-normalised LMS, results
by setting:
//(«) =

a
al{n)

(71)

where al{n)\s the power of the input signal. For stationary signals with power
(j] {n), )j.(«) ean be constant, and in this case, 0<a<2/M

The normalised LMS (N-LMS) and the power normalised LMS (PNLMS) algorithms (listed in table 1) have faster convergenee than the original
method. The LMS algorithm needs 2M+1 operations per processed sample, while
the NLMS requires 3M+1 and PN-LMS 2M+2.
The quantised-error LMS applies a quantisation to the error signal en. The
quantised form of the error, q[en] is now a discrete value function. The simplest
form of the quantised LMS is the sign LMS, which uses three levels, -1,0,1 for the
error. If jin is ehosen to be a power-of-two number, then the coeffieient updating
ean be implemented without multiplieations, using only bit shifts and additions.

The convergenee rate of all the above algorithms is heavily dependent on
the eigenvalue distribution of the autocorrelation matrix of the input signal. Thus
these algorithms eonverge at unaceeptably low rates when the input signal is
eoloured noise or speeeh.
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Table 3: The LMS and Its Basic Variants
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Chapter 7
Adaptive Predistortion: Comparison of Performance

7.1 Introduction
The solution to the linearization problem developed in this thesis consists in the
implementation of a Digital Baseband Predistortion Technique. This technique
exploits the considerable processing power now available from DSP devices,
which allows them both to form and to update the requirement predistortion
characteristic. The predistortion is undertaken in the digital-baseband stage of the
input signal, and a complex gain technique is used in order to modify the signals
that are going to feed the RF Power Amplifier.
Three different implementations have been studied and compared in this thesis.
The first two are based on the Cavers’ solution using two different
implementation: Polar and Cartesian, and the third is a novel indirect predistortion
technique, which uses the celebrated LMS algorithm.

7.2 Cavers’ Method
The algorithm implementation consists principally of two Look Up Tables (LUT)
(for both the in phase and quadrature components of the complex predistorter
gain). Each entry corresponds to a quantized input amplitude which is updated
every sample time. See Figure 43 and Figure 44 for more details. Rewriting
Eq.(53) for the predistortion application, we obtain:
P.[n-\-\) = P.[n) + a' e{n)

Pi{n) is

/’(«-!)-/>(«)
e[n)-e[n-\)

iteration of table entry /, (wherever V{t) falls into the

(72)

quantization

step), and it is updated depending on e{n), which is the difference between the
original signal V{t) and the output VJj). Two variations of the algorithm were
developed: Polar and Cartesian, each one taking different parameters of the
signals to run the algorithm.
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7.2.1

Cavers’ Method: Cartesian Implementation

This method is appropriate for Cartesian modulation schemes, since it avoids the
costly calculation of amplitude and phase. It consists of feeding the in phase (/)
and in quadrature (0 modulated original signals, as well as the amplified versions
{Id and Qd) into the predistorter structure. Figure 43 depicts the block diagram of
the overall predistorter system. The amplified signals (Id and Qd) are subtracted
from the original signals (/ and 0 to obtain the errors ei and eg. Depending on
these values, the Look Up Tables (LUT) are updated following Cavers’ novel
variation for Cartesian implementation (81) and (82), deduced in this thesis and
which was used practically for the first time:
The signals involved in the overall system are:
•

Input signal: I{n)+']Q{n)

•

Complex Gain of the Predistorter: P{i,n) = Pi{i,n) + jPQ(i,n)

•

Predistorted Signal: Ip(n)+jQp{n)

•

Output Signal (after the Power Amplifier): Id{n)+jQd{n)

•

Error Signal: e{n)= e]{n) + jegin)
where ei{n)= IJ^n) - I{n) and eQ{n)- QJji) - Q{n)

The notation I and Q denote “in phase” and “quadrature” components
respectively; n represents discrete time; and / the index to the LUT (table entry).
Therefore, it is necessary to vary Cavers’ algorithm in order to generate two
algorithms, each one modifying either the real or the complex part of the input
signal.
Starting from the original Cavers’ algorithm, variation of the Secant method, the
formula for adapting the coefficients of the predistorter complex gain for a given
table entry / is:
P(« +1) = P{n)-a

e(«)[P(«)-P(«-l)]
e{n)- e{n -1)

P[n +1) = P{n)-a
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Figure 43: Predistortion System using Cavers’ method, Cartesian Implementation
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The error signal and the predistorter complex gain can be written as follows:

e{n) = e,(,n) + jeJn)

(75)

P(n) = P,{n) + jPJn)

(76)

AP = />(«) - P(„ -1) = />,(„) - p,(„ -1) +

-P,{n-1)] = ^P, + yAP,

(77)

where the quadrature steps are:

M>^=P^{n)-P^{n-\)
\P,=P,{n)-P,{n-\)
Similarly the change in error signal can be written:
^e = e{n) - e(n -1) = e,(n) +

-1) - je^in -1) = Ae, + JAe^

(78)

with
Aej = Cj(n) -ej{n-1)
=e^(n)-e^(n-\)

Eq.(73) can be broken down into a real (in phase, /) and imaginary (in quadrature,
Q) components as follows:
[e, (n) + je^ («)] ■ [hP, + /AP^]
P, (« +1) + 7^e(« + •) = ■P/(«)+ jPQ(f>)-«

Ae, + yAe„

(79)

Multiplying by the conjugate of Ae, denoted by Ae from Eq.(78), the denominator
is reduced to a real number:

Ae = Ae, - jAe^ = e,(«) - e,(« -1) - y[eg(«) - eg(« - 1)]
Thus, operating on the multiplicand of the factor a:
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[e,{n) + jeo{n'^-W‘, + jiVPA

k(«)+yee(«)]-[AP,+ yAP,] Ae,-yAe,

^e,-jAe,

^e, + j^e

^e, + J^e,

[Ae, ■ g, («) + Ae^ ■ e,,(n) + /(Ae, ■e^(n)- Ae^ ■ e, («))]■ [aP, + JAP^]

(80)

Finally, separating the real part (in phase I) from the imaginary (in quadrature Q)
from the entire equation, the two following equations are derived:

P,in + \) = P,(n)-a

Po(n + \) = PJn)-a

(Ae, • e, («) + Ae^ •

(«)) • AP, - [Ae^ •

(«) - Ae^ • e,{n)) • AP^

(81)

Aef + ACq

[Ae, •e,(«) + Aeg •eg(«))-APg + (Ae, •eg(«)-Aeg •e,(«))-A^

(82)

Ae/ + ACq

These two equations are used to update the real and imaginary terms of
the predistorter complex gain, so that the error is minimized on each iteration.

7.2.2

Cavers’ Method: Polar Implementation

The Polar scheme is quite similar to the Cartesian method and it is suited to lower
power consumption polar modulation schemes [44],[45]. The main difference lies
in the method of applying the signals, which will determine the error fed in the
algorithm. It is required to convert the quadrature signals into their Amplitude (A)
and Phase (6) counterpart. Figure 44 shows that with the error in amplitude
the error in phase

and

the / entry in the table is updated by using the following

Cavers’ equation:

(83)

g. (»-1)[4(» - 2)-P,, («-!)]
e,(n-l)-e,(n-2)
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Figure 44: Predistortion System using Cavers’ method, Polar Implementation
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The original signal is compared to the signal that goes through the amplifier. With
the error in amplitude eA and the error in phase ee, the / entry in the table is
updated by using Cavers’ equation for both the amplitude and the phase.

7.3 Indirect Predistortion Using LMS
For the correct performance of the LMS algorithm, it was necessary to design a
different methodology in order to guarantee its stability.

Figure 45: Indirect predistortion using LMS

Figure 45 shows that the algorithm was employed to identify the Power Amplifier
System and not its inverse response as usually implementated. Consequently, the
predistorter complex gain is calculated by using the system identification
parameters, as an indirect predistortion. The stability is achieved by evaluating for
every sample, a new value for the complex adaptation constant {jj. =//i+j-//Q)
which will ensure a stable system:
Considering a FIR estimator for the system identification, the output is given by;
M

(85)
/=1

where Vp(n) is the input signal,

(77) is the output and

= l,....M)are the

filter coefficients for the adaptive system. Last equation can be written in vector
form:

(86)
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where

=

A/ + 1)]

(87)

is the Mxl dimension data vector and

(88)

is the filter coefficients vector, of dimension Mxl, that in the ideal case would be
the same as the Power Amplifier:

P =\P P

P

1

(89)

The mathematical approximation to describe the output of the Power Amplifier
will be:

r.(«) = vL(«)'P,

(90)

Thus, the System Identification filter coefficients are updated following the LMS
algorithm:

(91)

Where the error is calculated by subtracting the estimated output from the actual
output of the amplifier:

e(«) = v,(«)-v„(«)
(92)

e(«) =''L («)• P« («->)-''
Substituting Eq. (92) in Eq. (91), the algorithm will have the following form:

P«(«) = F«(«-l) + /t(«) -v,(n) •[v^(n) •?„(«-l)-v;;(«) ■?„(«-!)]
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Fm («) =

(«-l)+

-//(«) •v^(«)-v;(«)-F^(«-l)

(93)

To study the stability of the system, it is necessary to calculate the Z transform:

Fm (2) = F;^, (2) • 2’' + //(z) •

Fa, (2) • [1 -

(z) •

(z) •

(z) • z-' -//(z) •

+ A (^) • V^^z) • V^^z) • Z-' ] = // (z) •

(z) • vj;^ (z) •

(z) •

(z) •

(z) • z"'

(94)

(z) • Z-'

(95)

So that,

[l-Z-'+//(2)-V„(z)-V^(z)-Z-‘]

(96)

For a deadbeat response, with which the optimum result is obtained in one step,
the pole must be placed in the middle of the unit circle. To guarantee the stability,
the pole must be placed inside the unit circle [46].
Thus,

|i-z-'+//(z)-v„,(z)-v;;^(z)-z-'|=o
z-l + //(z).v^(z).vL,(z)| = 0

For a memory-less system, the vector

is composed only by the actual input,

which has a Real (in phase) and an Imaginary (in quadrature) components:
=

=[/,

2,]

(98)

Thus,

^p

v,■ v' =(/;-e;)+ y (2■/, ej
Q

(99)

L^P J

and.
-■

,,=[v,(z).v:(z)]-'=[(/;-e;)+y.(2./,.e,)]- =
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Figure 46: Predistortion System using Indirect Predistortion and LMS algorithm
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with,

A/ =

-2-1

P

in+Qir

Mo =

P

Q

^P

in^ei)

(101)

Once the optimum values for the adaptation constant are calculated, it is necessary
to work out the predistorter complex gain coefficients Pi and Pq, which will be the
inverse of the system identification coefficients estimated previously;

F,
F?+Fi

(102)

Figure 46 depicts the overall indirect predistortion system, which contains two
distinct blocks: the identification system, and the predistortion block.

7.4 Simulations Conditions
Once the algorithm is selected and consequently, the system block diagram is
known, it is necessary to indicate the specifications of the system and signals
involved with which the simulations were carried out.
7.4.1

Modulation Scheme

The modulation scheme used was Filtered QPSK with a raised cosine pulse
shaping filter and a rolloff factor of 0.99997071. Figure 47 shows the frequency
response of the raised cosine. A raised cosine filter is a low-pass filter, which is
commonly used for pulse shaping in data transmission systems. The frequency
response ]//(/)| of a perfect raised cosine filter is symmetrical about 0 Hz, and is
divided into three parts: it is flat (constant) in the pass-band; it sinks in a graceful
cosine curve to zero through the transition region; and it is zero outside the passband. The response of a real filter is an approximation to this behaviour. The
equations which defined the filter contain a parameter p, which is known as the
roll-offfactor or the excess bandwidth, p lies between 0 and 1.
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Frequency Response of Raised Cosine Filter

Figure 47: Frequency Response of Raised Cosine Filter

The resulting signal is a non-constant envelope modulation scheme (Figure 48),
which has the advantage of a considerable bandwidth reduction but it is very
sensitive to AM/AM and AM/PM distortions [19].
Filtered QPSK signal wax^form

Figure 48: Filtered QPSK signal waveform

To see the effects of the Power Amplifier on the signal, the Saleh model described
in next section has been used on a Matlab simulation.
The Output Radio Frequency Spectrum of the I channel (Figure 49), shows the
effect of the distortion caused by the Power Amplifier. The spectral regrowth is
obvious, which increments the Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR). For a 0.1
normalized frequency, ORFS is -64.2dBc for the original signal, and -34dBc if
the signal has been passed through a nonlinear Power Amplifier.
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Output Radio Frequency Spectrum

Normalised Frequency

Figure 49: Outpur Radio Frequency Spectrum of Original and Distorted Signals

7.4.2

Amplifier Model

All the simulations carried out for this work assumed the popular model proposed
by Saleh [12] to represent the HPA. The AM/AM and AM/PM properties of the
Saleh model can be represented as (19). In this research: aj^-2,

\ , and Op

=7z/3, J3p=\ for the modeling of the HPA.

GAA) =

7.4.3

2-A

(103)

GAA) =

1 + ^'

7t 13- A‘

(104)

1 + ^^

Look-Up Table

The LUT used in the simulations is a one-dimensional complex gain LUT indexed
by the amplitude of the input signal, since it is assumed that both amplitude and
phase distortion are dependent on the amplitude of the incoming signal. Every
entry directs to two output elements: the real and imaginary components of the
predistorter complex gain P\ and Pq. The gain function multiplied with the
modulated input signal is a complex quantity that is based on the envelope of the
input signal, which is required to compensate for the AM/AM and AM/PM
distortion generated by the power amplifier. A table entry is required for each
possible quantization amplitude level. The 2D-table option is discard due to the
large memory requirement and large number of samples required before the table
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is full. The LUT initial contents are the value ‘1’ for P\ and ‘0’ for Pq

so

that

initially, the predistorter acts like an all-pass filter and gradually its parameters
adjust to generate the required predistortion. This ID table (See Figure 43 and
Figure 44 is indexed with the formula:

i = f{P + Q^) = T-{P + Q^)lA'

(105)

where i is the index of the table, I and Q the incoming signal, and A maxthe
maximum expected value for / + Q and n the number of bits used to quantize
the signal. The 1D dimensional table requires two tables of 2" values. The use of
interpolation can be used to decrease the numbers of points required in the look up
table [47]. The tTable size has an inverse relationship with adjacent channel
interference [49]. Each doubling of the table size decreases the ACPR by 6 dB up
to a limit after which increasing the table size no longer reduces the adjacent
channel interference. The specific case in [48] shows a 6dB decrease in adjacent
channel interference for every doubling of the look up table size up to 256 entries
using interpolation.
The size of the LUT used for the simulations is of 512 entries, which is equivalent
to using 9 bit quantization. In order to study the performance of the predistorter
without noise, the first set of simulations assume a perfect match between input
signal-entry table, neglecting the quantization noise.

7.4.4

Graphical Solution

The signals involved in the analysis can be described mathematically as follows:

I pi
=PrJ-Pn'Q
Q
^

Q^=P,I + P,Q

L=GrI
QP
d
Ip -G^
Q
^

Qd=GQl,+G,-

(106)

G\ and Gq are the in phase and in quadrature components of the ‘Saleh modeled’
power amplifier complex gain. Thus, the error in the I and Q channels can be
written as:
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e=I-l=I-G,I
I
d
Ip +G„Q
Q ^P =
(107)

= i + p,{g^q-g,i) + p,{g,Q + g^i)

Sq = Q - Qj = Q - G^ ■

- G,

=

= Q-G^P,I + G^P^Q-G,P^I-G,PrQ =

(108)

= Q-P,{G^I + G,Q) + P^{G^Q-G,I)

LU

-5

-5

Figure 50: Error (dB) in I channel (eO depending Pi and Pq

In order to find a graphical solution, a number of simulations have been developed
using Matlab®. In the simulations, the error in the I and Q channels (el and eQ
respectively) are evaluated depending on the Predistorter parameters PI and PQ.
Figure 50 and Figure 51 show the simulation results for the case of a Saleh
modeled amplifier with the parameters chosen in section 1.3.2, with a signal input
amplitude of ^=0.9004 and phase ^0.7854 rad.
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0

-5

-5

PQ

PI

Figure 51: Error (dB) in Q (eg) channel depending Pi and Pq

The black area represents the zero error plane. The solution is found wherever the
two areas intersect. However, the second requirement is that both solutions, for ei
and

Cq,

must coincide. The following graph shows the intersection point between

the three areas:

1,5-

o

0.5-

LU

-U.5

n

“

--------- ^

PI 0,5

.0,5

Figure 52: Graphical Solution of Predistorter Complex Gain

The graphical solution matches the predistorter complex gain values: PI=0.6666
and PQ=-0.2031. It is possible to verify the solution mathematically. Substituting
the values on equations (107) and
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(108), and knowing that for the corresponding predistorted value Ap= 0.6274, the
Amplifier Complex Gain components are GI= 1.3727 and GQ= 0.4183. Ideally
the error values el and eQ must be zero.

7.4.5

Alpha Selection

One of the drawbacks of Cavers’ algorithm is its non-guaranteed stability.
Stability in numerical analysis refers to the trend of error change iterative scheme.
It is related to the concept of convergence. It is stable if initial errors or small
errors at any time remain small when iteration progresses. It is unstable if initial
How the error diminishes with respect to the values of P| and Pq

Figure 53: Convergence to the optimal Predistorter Complex Gain

errors or small errors at any time get larger and larger, or eventually get
unbounded. For an iterative scheme, convergence means that the iteration will get
closer to the true solution when it progresses. Cavers’ algorithm converges when
e{x) is small and the two most recent Fs are close together however, since the
secant method does not always bracket the root, the algorithm may not converge
for functions that are not sufficiently smooth [50]. To avoid the instability, it is
required a good selection of the step size coefficient a and a good choice of the
two starting guesses. The appropriate value of a will depend on the characteristics
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of the Power Amplifier, and mainly, the error fiinetion with respeet to the
Predistorter Complex gain P shown in previous section.
Figure 53 shows graphically how the minimization of the error progresses each
iteration from one point to another with a=0.5 and initial values of Ppl and
Pq=0. The error converges to the optimal point calculated previously.

The selection of an appropriate value for the step size coefficient a has been done
empirically by computing the error for every a from 0 to 1. Figure 54 shows the
results of the simulations for both the Polar and the Cartesian implementation.
Therefore, the value of a which trades off between speed and final error is a=0.5.

Average Error depending on the step size coefficient

Figure 54: Empirical selection of the step size coefficient a

7.5 Simulation Results
This section demonstrates the performance of the algorithms via simulation. It has
been assumed that all the components of the system except the predistorter and
the high power amplifier (HPA) have a linear response and, hence, can be ignored
in the analysis. The next two figures are the simulation results of the predistorter
system. The first figure shows the signals whilst the predistorter is adapting,
assuming that for each sample the algorithm is executed only once. For each
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figure we can observe the amplitudes and phases of the involved signals. In Figure
56, after some samples (the convergence time is discussed later on this chapter),
the predistorter has adapted and the final signal matches the original.
Signals involved in the Predistortion System

1
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Predistorled Signal
» Corrected Signal
Distorted Signal

100
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Figure 55: Signals involved in the predistortion system, initially
Signals involved in the Predistortion System

Samples

Figure 56: Signals involved in the predistortion system, converged

Figure 57 shows the AM/AM and AM/PM distortion resulting from the
predistortion technique. The predistorted AM/AM distortion is inverse to the
AM/AM distortion produced by the amplifier so that the overall response is linear.
On the other hand, the predistorter phase is opposite to the AM/PM distortion,
with which the Phase distortion is cancelled.
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Signals inMDived in the Predistortion System

Figure 57: AM/AM and AM/PM distortion

Figure 58 shows the output radiofrequency spectrum of the original signal, the
distorted signal without using any linearizer, and the signal after the predistortion
system and amplifier, without considering any noise in the whole system. It is
obvious that the performance of the algorithm is satisfactory. For this simulation,
the look up table had 4096 entries, what requires 12 bits resolution.
Output Radio Frequency Spectrum / Polar Imp. a=0.5 n=12
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Figure 58: ORFS of the signals involved in the system for n=12
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For 14 bits resolution the resulting signal is almost identical to the original.
However, the gain in performance is negligible since the underlying noise level is
normally higher than -80dBc swamping the tails of the signal spectrum.
Output Radio Frequency Spectrum
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Figure 59: ORFS of the signals involved in the system for n=14

For a system with predistortion uusing n=10 bits, the ORFS increases slightly on
the sides of the main lobe. Figure 60 shows the mentioned spectrum.
Output Radio Frequency Spectrum

Normalised Frequency

Figure 60: ORFS of the signals involved in the system for n=10
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7.5.1

Comparison Between Polar and Cartesian Implementations

The results presented here are an extension of the published paper on the reference
[51].
•

Computational Expense

In terms of computational expense, the Cartesian method is the optimal. The
Cartesian implementation uses 18 multiplications, 14 additions and [lO-size(LUT)
+ 7] memory locations, whilst the Polar implementation would need 14
multiplications, 12 additions and lO-size(LUT) memory locations. The drawback
of using the Polar method is that it is necessary to calculate the amplitude and the
phase at each sample time of the Filtered QPSK signal. However, new modulators
use a Polar Modulation configurations, whose output signals are the phase and
the amplitude of the modulated signal
•

Reliability

In terms of reliability. Figure 61 shows that as the PA is driven further into
saturation, the Cartesian implementation fails before the Polar method.
0
------- CARTESIAN
- - - - POLAR
-50

CO

Polar

100

Worst Error : -0.3 dB Averaged Error; -46.5

Cartesian Worst Error : -48.8 dB Averaged Error: -94,7

1c -150
I■J

z -200tu
-250

-300-

_c./ .' / ';L.

V

.\____ -

.i

/j\j\

I. a a A.

-sOAT -Ay A.

-3502.5

3.5

4
Compression (dB)

4.5

5.5

Figure 61: Power in the error for no noise conditions

Nevertheless, for some undetermined compression points, the Polar method
cannot find the optimal predistorter complex gain. For instance, with 5.7dB of
compression, the Cartesian method starts to fail, whilst the Polar can reach high
compressions. However, the Polar fails for the local compressions of 5.35 and
5.94 dB of compression.
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•

Speed

In terms of speed, both implementations have similar convergence time, in fact
they have the same slope to reach the optimal point. Figure 62 shows that both
methods decrease the error with a speed of -6dB per iteration, which depends on
the a factor. However, as detailed above, the optimal point for the Cartesian
method is less accurate than the Polar in high compression conditions.
How the Error dim inishes depending on the iteration
for 1dB and maximum Compression Point

Figure 62: Convergence of the algorithms

7.5.2

Performance In Presence Of Noise

The main drawback associated with Cavers’ algorithm is its high sensitivity to
noise. The simulations confirm that this algorithm amplifies the noise.
Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that under noisy conditions, the Polar
implementation is less susceptible to noise as is shown in Figure 63.
Figure 63 shows the mean error in dB once the algorithm has converged. It proves
that the error obtained (7-4/and Q-Qd) is higher than the average noise (-lOOdB
and -60dB). The error in the Cartesian method, suffers an amplification of 15dB
and 7.8dB with respect to the noise, whereas when utilizing the Polar method, the
error only increases 3dB and 2.4dB (averaging all amplitudes).
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Figure 63: Power in the error for different compression points for -60dB and -100 dB noise

Figure 64 shows how the amplification of the noise is less significant by using the
Polar method. The Polar method is 6.96 dB better than the Cartesian on average.
Error In I Channel depending on the noise

Figure 64: Amplification of the noise

7.5.3

LMS Solution

The indirect predistortion system described in Figure 46 was successfully
executed in MatLab. The predistorter system fell into the correct magnitude as
expected. The first step consisted in determining the values of the complex
adaptation constant, which causes the deadbeat response. For a given quadrature
signal, there is a table entry assigned to it and therefore, a unique predistortion
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^ unique system identification complex gain (P\(i)y

complex gain (Fi(0, ^q(O)
Pq(/)).

The LMS algorithm calculates the appropriate value depending on the

input components Ip and Qp. However, these values are at the same time being
updated depending on the identification system and therefore, varying each time
the adaptation constant values and the system identification complex gain.
Convergence for 5.93 dB Compression
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Figure 65: Convergence of the Indirect Predistortion System for 5.9dB of compression
Convergence for 4.98 dB Compression

Figure 66: Convergence of the Indirect Predistortion System for 5 dB of compression

Consequently, there is a convergence time until the predistorted signal stabilizes
to the final value, even thought the identification system has a deadbeat response
for each predistorted complex quadrature signal. Figure 65 and Figure 66 show
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how the identification system complex gain vary for each iteration until it reaches
the appropriate magnitude. It is observable that the number of iteration required
for the higher compression points increments, since they required a predistorted
signal, which is farther from the original signal. For a 5.9dB compression it is
necessary more than 22 iterations, meanwhile for 4.9 dB compression, the
optimum solution is reached with only 12 iterations.

The simulations revealed that as the compression point was increased, the
convergence time was longer. Figure 67 shows the speed of convergence
(dB/iteration) for noise free conditions depending on the compression point.
Considering that Cavers’ algorithm is stable using a fixed adaptation constant (a)
which allows a 6 dB/iteration error reduction, the LMS based algorithm proved to
be faster before 4.7 dB compression point. From that point on. Cavers’
convergence time is shorter.

Values of the Slope depending on the compression point

Figure 67: LMS Speed

It was proved that LMS algorithm presents almost constant power in the error for
every compression point and the lowest power error average of the three of them.
Figure 68 and Figure 69 show the average power in the error for -60dB and 70dB of average noise.
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Figure 68: Power in the error for the three methods. Noise=-60dB

Figure 69: Power in the error for the three methods. Noise—70dB

Figure 70 shows the convergence of the three methods with respect to the time for
IdB compression point and -60 dB noise (a=0.2). For nearly all the simulations
with noise, LMS converges faster, but the polar implementation of Cavers’
algorithm yields a similar average power error.
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How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,

Figure 70: Convergence with the time

It is obvious that the novel indirect predistortion system, based on the LMS
algorithm has the best performance among all the systems studied. The
computational expense of the algorithm is 21 multiplications, 4 divisions and 13
additions. The memory requirements are 4-(size LUT)+7 memory locations.

7.6 Conclusions
The simulations carried out demonstrate that the Polar implementation of Cavers’
algorithm offers more immunity to noise than the Cartesian method in almost all
of the cases. Polar implementation seems to fail for few undetermined
compression points. This method could be very convenient for the new low power
consumption polar modulation schemes, where the complicated calculation of the
phase can be avoided. The LMS indirect predistortion method is much more
reliable and only appears to increase the power in the error 2.9 dB above the
noise. Nevertheless, the multiple calculations required to yield a new adaptation
constant m which satisfies the stability requirements, make the algorithm
infeasible for real time systems. Furthermore, this fact increases the convergence
time for high compression points, where Cavers’ algorithm proves to be faster
under low noise conditions. Further research might attempt to achieve a faster
implementation of the LMS algorithm, in order for it to be applicable in real time
predistorters. A variation of the polar method will also be tested in order to avoid
failures.
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Chapter 8

Wireless Testbench

8.1 Introduction

To investigate and demonstrate the features of adaptive baseband predistortion
technique, a complete radio transceiver was assembled. It is basically the diagram
of a transceiver depicted on Figure 3, adapted for the present research. Figure 71
shows the block diagram of the transceiver prototype:

Figure 71: Prototype Transceiver Block Diagram

The system can be divided into two sections: digital stage and analogue stage,
linked by the ADC (analogue to digital converter) and DAC (digital to analogue
converter) converters. The function of the digital section is to generate a digital
modulated signal and to implement the Baseband Predistortion Linearizer on the
Xilinx Virtex-E FPGA. The analogue section comprises the antialiasing and
reconstruction filters, the modulator, demodulator, the RF low pass filters,
preamplifier, RF amplifier, coupler and digital step attenuator. All this will be
explained in more detail later.
The main components of the system are:
•

FPGA Xilinx VirtexE-600

•

Digital to Analogue Converter Analog Devices AD9765
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Analogue to Digital Converter Analog Devices AD 10242
Baseband Low-Pass filter Mini-Circuits SLP-1.9
Modulator/Demodulator Mini-Circuits ZAMIQ-895M/D
RF Low-Pass Filter Mini-Circuits SLP-1000
Preamplifier Mini-Circuits ZKL-2R5
RF Power Module Mitsubishi M68757H MOSFET
Directional Coupler Mini-Circuits ZADC-20-10
•

Digital Step Attenuator Mini-Circuits ZSAT-31R5

In order to program the FPGA, set up the prototype, and take the measurements it
is necessary to connect the equipment as shown in Figure 72.
Spectrum Analyzer

The architecture used for the transceiver was a direct conversion Cartesian
transmitter, principally due to ease of implementation. The baseband section was
implemented on a Xilinx FPGA using an integrated Verilog development system.
The code was compiled on PC, and then downloaded to the FPGA via USB
interface. A LabView project was designed in order to capture the images of the
Spectrum Analyzer Anritsu MS2661C via GPIB. Two external Signal Generators
‘IGHz Synthesised RF Signal Generator GR-104 Promax’ were needed in order
to modulate and demodulate the baseband signal.

8.2 Baseband Signal Generation
The Xilinx® VirtexE XCV600E FPGA has been configured under ISE
Foundation environment. This FPGA possess 512 I/O pins, 300K bits of block
ram and can run at internal frequencies up to 250 MHz. The digital modulated
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baseband signal has been generated using Matlab®, (Appendix 10.1) converted
into 12 bits binary signal and saved as a text file. The resulting file has been used
in Verilog HDL, to generate a ROM block on the FPGA. The ROM block
generated contains the I data stored on the even addresses, meanwhile the Q data
is stored in the odd addresses. Figure 73 shows the main control circuits to get a
proper and synchronised IQ signals, generated on Verilog HDL Code. The DAC
AD9765 has been optimised for processing I and Q data in communications
applications. The digital interface consists of two double-buffered latches as well
as control logic. The DAC is operated in interleaved mode, so that for every rising
edge on IQwrt, the data in memory is being stored into the stage 1 of the Port 1
and Port 2 alternatively (I data on Port 2 and Q data on Port 1). On the falling
edge of IQwrt, data present in Stage 1 in either input latch will be written to the
respective Stage 2 and will therefore be present at the inputs to the DAC latches.

Figure 73: System Diagram for circuit developed on FPGA
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Figure 74: Interleave Mode Timing
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Figure 74 shows the timing of the signals involved on the FPGA and DAC, they
have been ereated in order to generate the convenient Filtered QPSK signal. It is
shown that the resulting signals’ sample time is Ts=32ps, that corresponds to a
sample frequency fs=3.125MHz. Therefore, at the output it is necessary to include
a Low Pass Filter to reconstruct the signal. The filter chosen is the Mini-Circuits
Model SLP-1.9, with a cut-off frequency of 1.9MHz. The data generated in
Matlab shown in Figure 75, matches the output signals from the DAC, which have
been monitored on the Logic Analyzer/Oscilloscope HP 1660AS and shown in
Figure 76.
Generated Filtered QPSK signal

Figure 75: Filtered QPSK signals generated on Matlab

Figure 76: Output Filtered QPSK signals from the DAC
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8.3 Radio Frequency Power Amplifier Linearity
The first parameter to evaluate in the system prototype is the linearity of the
Power Amplifier. This was accomplished by sweeping the input power of the PA
from -30dBm to lOdBm. Figure 77 shows the plot of the output power versus the
input. The Spectrum Analyzer setup parameters are: BW=100Hz, VBW=100Hz
and Sweep Time=15 s. The maximum output power of the amplifier was
38.9dBm, and the IdB compression point is located at 3.3dBm, referred to the
input, or 37dBm referred to the output.

“Pout vt Pin dBm

Figure 77: AM-AM Characteristic of Transmitter PA

The second measurement done was the two-tone test. Both tones were generated
from two RF local oscillators, combined via a 2 Way-0°, resistive power
combiner. The two tones had a frequency of fi=885.6MHz and f2=907.6MHz,
each one with a power level of -7dBm at the PA input. Figure 78 shows the
spectrum of the signal fed into the RF amplifier:

Figure 78: Two-tone test for -4dBm of total power input
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It is observed that the two tone signal produce

and 5^^ order intermodulation

products at the output of the power splitter due to its inherent nonlinearity. The
value of these products are shown in this table:
Frequency

Power

Power

(MHz)

(dBm)

(dBc)

fi

-7.3

-

fi

-7.3

-

2fi-f2

-66.54

-59.24

2f2.fl

-53.58

-46.28

3f2-2fi

-65.69

-58.39

The spectrum at the output of the RF is shown in Figure 79. The signal has also
been attenuated lO.ldB through the digital step attenuator to avoid damaging the
Spectrum Analyzer. Considering this fact and subtracting the intermodulation
products coming from the nonlinearities of the power combiner, which have also
been amplified by the RFPA, Table 4 has been created, which shows on the right
column the actual the intermodulation products caused by the PA.

Figure 79: Two-tone test, output of RFPA

Thus, looking at the table, the third order products are at -50dBc and -62dBc with
respect to the carrier and the fifth order products are at -41dBc and -75dBc. This
asymmetry is due to a non pure two tone input signal of the PA.
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Intermodulation
Products
8fi-7f2
7fi-6f2
6fi-5f2
5fr4f2
4f,-3f2
3fi-2f2
2fi-f2
f.
f2
2f2-f,
3f2-2fi
4f2-3f,
5f2-4f,
6f2-5fi
7f2-6fi
8f2-7f,
9f2-8f,

Level(dBm)
-57,79
-51,51
-42,66
-44,07
-35,46
-19,84
-3,35
21,13
21,14
-4,16
-17,01
-31,89
-39,22
-40,09
-45,81
-56,51
-61,35

Level (dBm only
PAs influence)
-57,79
-51,51
-42,66
-44,07
-35,46
-19,84
-41,46
21,13
21,14
-29,31
-54,27
-31,89
-39,22
-40,09
-45,81
-56,51
-61,35

Level(dBc)
-78,92
-72,64
-63,79
-65,2
-56,59
-40,97
-62,59
0
0
-50,44
-75,4
-53,02
-60,35
-61,22
-66,94
-77,64
-82,48

Table 4: Intermodulation Products of the two-tone test

Furthermore, the PA has been modelled using the Taylor memoryless model (Eq.
(17) Vj[V{t)\='^c^ •F"(/)) for an input frequency of 895MHz.
n=0

The approximation has been calculated on MatLab using the function polyfit and
it has the following coefficients:
Co=1942 Ci= -978 C2=2081

-2432

1698

-721

181

24 Cs=\

8.4 System Evaluation
The final step consists of setting up the Hardware prototype shown in Figure 71.
The I/Q signals where generated on Matlab (Appendix 10.1) and stored in an
FPGA RAM. With appropriate timing generated on the FPGA, the digital outputs
were fed into the DAC. Next, the outputs of the DAC had to be attenuated by
adding differential amplifiers with a gain<l, since the I/Q input channels of the
modulator only admitted signals up to 300mV. Once the signals were modulated,
they fed the preamplifier and subsequently, the RF PA. The resulting signal
became distorted. The distorted output output from the RF PA was coupled back
into the receiver section using a direcctional coupler. Then, it was subsequently
attenuated by the digital step attenuator (range of attenuation: 6 to 30dB) on the
one hand to avoid saturation from the I/Q modulator and on the other hand, attain
a signal with a dinamic range of ±0.5V at each channel output of the I/Q
modulator. The resulting I/Q signals are the analogue inputs of the ADC. The
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input signals of the ADC had to be amplified because output signal of the
Demodulator did not have sufficient amplitude. Figure 80 is a photograph of the
complete system on the workbench.

RF POWER
AMUFIER

MODULATOR
DEMODULATOR

DAC

FPGA

PREAMP
COUPLER

Figure 80: Transceiver Prototype using Digital Predistortion

8.5 Transmitter Chain
The performance of the complete transmitter was examined in terms of the
spectrum produced by the baseband filtered QPSK at different stages of the
transmitter chain. In Figure 81, the spectrum of the ‘ideal’ modulated signal
generated offline is shown, prior to being downloaded to the FPGA:

Figure 81: Output Radio Frequency Spectrum Filtered QPSK signal before PA
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The frequency is normalized at half of the sample frequency, which is
3.12MHz/2. The frequency at which the power is below -70dB is 415kHz. Figure
82 shows the PSD of the I channel measured at the output of the DAC. It is
observed that it coincides with the data generated on Matlab. The peak output
power of the DAC is approximately -15dBm or 31.6mW.
M

r 0©KHZ
4 0.0 D B M

M

600KHZ

-70.0DBM
10

1
,0KHZ/
30kHZ RBW

DB/

FREQ

Figure 82: Spectrum of the I channel measured at the output of the DAC

The spectrum of the signal measured at the output of the 895MHz modulator is
shown in Figure 83:

Figure 83: Frequency domain of the modulated Filtered QPSK signal
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Due to the inherent losses on the passive mixer, the level of the modulated signal
is now -35 dBm. In a typical mobile handset the RF output power required is
between 20 to 30 dBm. The signal is passed through a preamplifier stage with a
gain of 26dB. The resulting signal power is -9dBm. The signal is finally amplified
by the RF PA. It is necessary to attenuate the signal 16dB to avoid damaging the
Spectrum Analyser. Figure 84 shows the spectrum of the final signal:
895 000MHZ
20.0DBf>1
300.0K HZ^
120KHZ

M

895 . 1 2 0 M H Z
M -5.4DBM
1 0 DBy

RBy
r

.....................

-w
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V

♦

#

i

Figure 84: Frequency domain of amplified Filtered QPSK signal

The incoming signal to the RF PA has a power of -6dBm. The signal experiences
further power gain of 10.6dB. Referring to Figure 77, it can be observed that the
signal does not drive the RF PA beyond the IdB compression point, therefore the
RF output signal does not undergo any significant distortion. Subsequently, the
signal is demodulated and down-converted into the distorted I and Q channels,
shown below:

A

A

/

■

/ S/ I

Figure 85: Channel Q upconverted, amplified, and downconverted
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The predistortion algorithm should be applied to the signal before leaving the
FPGA. The Verilog code is shown in the Appendix 10.5 and the timing of the
different signals involved is presented on Figure 87. To avoid complexity, the
Filtered QPSK signal is stored in two LUTs of 512 entries of 12 bits, one for the I
channel and another for the Q channel. When the I and Q signals of the entry N
are present at the output of the ADC, the FPGA computes the errors ei and eg. The
previous values of the errors are conveniently stored in LUTs, and previous values
of the predistorter complex gain, PI and PQ are updated. Thus, the LUTs are
constantly being read or written in accordance to the operation that is being
undertaken. In our case, as the signal is lineal and does not require any
predistortion, the error in the I and Q channels is 0 and the values of the LUT are
1 for the ‘in phase’ part of the predistortion complex gain PI and 0 for the ‘in
quadrature’ component of the predistortion complex gain PQ. With this
predistortion complex gain, the I and Q channels should not be varied, and thus,
they keep the same values as initially. The I and Q signals are shown in Figure 85
and Figure 86. The performance of the system is as expected in the linear regime.

Figure 86: Channel I upconverted, amplified, and downconverted

Next measurement would consist of trying the predistortion algorithm with a
distorted signal. The main problem that arose with the prototype was that the I/Q
modulator could only be fed with I Q signals whose level is less than 400mV,
otherwise the signals at the modulator would clip. After implementing a
differential amplifier with a gain of 0.3 to decrease the level of the channels, the
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signal at the input of the PA was unable to reach the 1 dB compression point and
therefore, the output signal was not distorted.
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Figure 87: Timing of the signals involved in the Digital Predistortion System

As there was a negligible distortion, the predistortion algorithm was not varying
the predistortion complex gain initial values, Pi=\ Pq=0, and therefore, the
predistorted signal was the same as the original signal.
With further work and with a PA whose compression point was lower or an
additional preamp gain it would be possible to try the behaviour of the
predistortion under disortion. Due to the complexity of this research and the lack
of time, it has been unfeasible to overcome with all the results that could be
expected. The conclusions will detail a proposed further work.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

9.1 Discussion
Several established wireless communication systems take advantage of spectrally
efficient modulation schemes and therefore require linear transmitters. These
systems can benefit significantly from the use of linearization of nonlinear but
power efficient amplifiers. As it is evident from the survey of linearization
techniques in section 5.3, a large number of different approaches exist and in this
thesis, the baseband predistortion has been chosen and carefully studied. The
research has focused on the development of two novel implementations of a
baseband predistortion using Cavers’ algorithm. Then, they were compared using
Matlab simulations, which demonstrate that the Polar implementation of Cavers’
algorithm offers more immunity to noise than the Cartesian method in almost all
of the cases. For an average noise level of -60 and -100 dB, the error in the
Cartesian method, suffers an amplification of 15dB and 7.8dB with respect to the
noise, whereas when utilizing the Polar method, the error only increases 3dB and
2.4dB. Polar implementation seems to fail for few undetermined compression
points. The Polar method could be very convenient for the new low power
consumption polar modulation schemes, where the complicated calculation of the
phase can be avoided. The error function with respect to the predistortion complex
gain, was graphically represented in order to find a graphical solution. It was
concluded that to avoid the instability, it is required a good selection of the step
size coefficient a and a good choice of the two starting guesses.
A novel indirect predistortion method based on the LMS algorithm was developed
and compared to the Cavers’ based predistortion system. It was found that it is
much more reliable and only appears to increase the power in the error 2.9 dB
above the noise. Nevertheless, the multiple calculations required to yield a new
adaptation constant p which satisfies the stability requirements, make the
algorithm infeasible for real time systems. Furthermore, this fact increases the
convergence time for high compression points, where Cavers’ algorithm proves to
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be faster under low noise conditions. The simulations revealed that the speed of
the LMS algortihm decreases 3.88dB per dB of compression, and thus, the LMS
based algorithm proved to be faster before 4.7 dB compression point. From that
point on. Cavers’ convergence time is shorter. A complete transceiver system has
been successfully built and tested. The FPGA signals have been generated on the
FPGA, converted into analogue, upconverted to 895MHz and conveniently
amplified. With a directional coupler, part of the signal has been captured, and the
attenuated for a convenient demodulation. The resulting I and Q channels were
sampled with the ADC and treated within the FPGA. The baseband predistortion
algorithm was successfully tested on the overall system. It was found that for no
distortion conditions, the predistortion complex gain maintained their initial
values, which correspond to a no variation of the signal. A different amplifier with
a lower compression point would have demonstrated the effectiveness of the
baseband predistortion system when the signal is distorted.

9.2 Future Work
Further research might attempt to achieve a faster implementation of the LMS
algorithm, in order for it to be applicable in real time predistorters. This
achievement would permit a fast calculation of the adaptation constant and thus,
reduce the computational cost. A variation of the polar method would also be
tested in order to avoid failures. The complexity of the overall system, which
implies knowledge of the FPGA Xilinx Virtex-E 600, Analog Devices DAC9765
and

ADC 1024

converters,

modulators,

demodulators.

Power Amplifier,

Attenuator, programming language Verilog HDL, made impossible a further
research within the short 20 months development of this Masters. Further research
would achieve the predistortion within the transceiver when the amplifier is
actually distortiong the signal, the comparison of the different algorithms and
conclusions about the speed, hardware complexity and memory required to
implement the FPGA.
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Chapter 10

Appendix

10.1 Matlab Code to generate Filtered QPSK Signal
Fs=3.125e6;
Tb = 1/Fs;

% bit period

N=16384;

% number of bits
% carrier frequency, don't make this number too large or
else the sims will crawl

d=(randint(1,N,2)-0.5)*2; %generate random stream of input data
for i=l:N/2
I(i) = d(2*i);
Q(i) = d(2*i-l);
end;
% define filter coefficients Raised cosine
L = 4;
% define filter length in multiples of symbols
tf = [-L/2:1/16:L/2];
% no. of coefficients for pulse response over L symbols
phi = tf*pi;
h = sin(phi)./phi; % sine(phi)
h(floor(length(h)/2)+1) =1;
% resolve division by zero in sine
b = 0.99997071;
% roll off factor
h = h.*cos(phi*b)./(1 - 4*b*b.*tf.^2);
% filter baseband I and Q
Qf = conv(Q,h)/sum(h)*0.7;
If = conv(I,h)/sum(h)*0.7;
Qf = Qf(1:length(Q));
% tidy up length of vectors
If = If(1:length(Q));
I=If;
Q=Qf;
clear h L If Qf;
for i=l:(N/2)
signal(2*i-l)=I(i);
signal(2*i)=Q(i);
end
maximo=max(signal);
minimo=min(signal);
rango=maximo-minimo;
signal= (signal-minimo)/rango*4095;
signal=round(signal); % to reduce quantization effects
sbin=dec2bin(signal,12);
fid = fopen(■signal.txt‘w')
for i=l:(N)
fprintf(fid,•%12s',sbin(i,1:12));
fprintf(fid,’*');
end
fclose(fid);
[P,F]=psd(I);
F=F*Fs/2000; %/100 to get kHz scale)
Pdb=10*logl0(P);
figure;
plot(F,Pdb)
ylabel('Power Spectrum Magnitude (dB)');
xlabel('Frequency (kHz) ');
figure;
hold on;
plot(I);
plot(Q,'r■);
legend('I channel‘’Q channel ‘);
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10.2 Matlab Code for Predistortion using Cavers Algorithm
sainples=512 ;
maxit=50;
%To limit the iterations just in case is very dificult to reach a
minimum
limit=maxit-l;
alpha=0.2; %alpha is a step size parameter, normally no greater than 1 in
magnitude
%In fact this parameter is what difers from the secant method
A=[(1/(samples)):1/samples:(samples-1)/samples];% evaluate amplitude and phase
l=length(A); %We'll need the length of the data vector afterwards
%phi=([1/(samples):1/(samples):(samples-1)/(samples)]*(2*pi));
phi=ones(1,1) .*0.7854;
noise=input('Introduce noise level in dB ');
factor=(10^(noise/20))/2.52e-004;
factor=0;
noiseI=factor*randn(1,maxit)/3200;
noiseQ= factor*randn(1,maxit)/32 00;
Na=l+1; %How many inputs in the table
Alog=20*logl0(A);
Adis=ones(1,1); %To find the Idb compression point
Adis (1:1) =2 . *A(1:1) . / (1+A(1:1) .''2) ;
%AM/AM distortion
Adislog=20*logl0(Adis./2);
comp=Alog-Adislog;
%i = f ind (comp>=0.95&;Comp<l .5);
%onedbp=i(1); %This is the index of the Idb compression point
%clear i;

%i=find(comp>=2.95&comp<3.5);
%threedbp=i(1); %This is the index of the Idb compression point
%clear i;
%i = f ind (comp>=4.95ScComp<5.5) ;
%fivedbp=i(1); %This is the index of the Idb compression point
%clear i;
onedbp=175;%for 500 samples
threedbp=322;
fivedbp=442;
points=[onedbp threedbp fivedbp 1];
I=A.*cos(phi);
Q=A.*sin(phi);
figure(11)
hold on
plot(comp,I, •k' ) ;
plot(comp,Q,'k:’);
legend('Channel I','Channel Q');

lj*********************************************************************************
^★★★****************************'**************************************************

%Now the LUT for the predisorter table changes on line by using an Cavers
Algorithm
%
e(k) (Fi(k-1)-Fi(k))
%Fi(k+l) = Fi(k) + alpha --------------------------%
e(k) - e(k-l)
^★★*r******************'*******'*******************************'***********r***********
★■★★★★★★♦★★★★★★★★★★Hr

%How many inputs in the table
FI=ones(1,Na);
FQ=zeros(1,Na) ;
FIdl=zeros(1,Na);
(one sample delay (k)

%This is the predistorter complex gain
%This is the predistorter phase shit
%This is a table of the past values of the predistorter gain
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FId2=ones(1,Na);
%This is a table of the past values of the predistorter
gain(two samples delay(k-1))
FQdl=zeros(1,Na);
%This is a table of the past values of the predistorter
phase (one sample delay (k))
%This is a table of the past values of the predistorter
FQd2 =ones(1,Na);
phase(two samples delay{k-l))

eId=zeros (1,Na);
%This is a table with the error
desirable signal) got in the last iteration for each
eQd=zeros (1,Na);
%This is a table with the error
signal) got in the last
%iteration for each table entry
Id=ones(1,1);
Qd=ones(1,1);
lc=ones (1,1+1) ;
noisetotI=zeros(1,Na);
noisetotQ=zeros(1,Na);

%First we predistort the signal with LUT created by means of Cavers algorithm
for i=l:l

%while (It (i) <=maxit) %This is the number of iterations for one amplitude
while (It (i) <maxit)

x=round(A(i)*(Na)); %We get the table entry x depending on the apmplitude.We
assume that the amplitude
%is normalized
mierdaC(i)=x;
Ip(i)=FI(x).*I(i)-FQ(x).*Q(i);%With the Real part (ReP_A) and the imaginary
part (ImP_A)
Qp(i)=FQ(x).*I(i)+FI(x).*Q(i);%of the predistorter complex gain, we
calculate the value of
%the predistorted I and Q

signals

% Evaluate amplitude and phase of distorted signal after Predistorter
Ap (i) =sqrt (Ip (i) ''2 . +Qp(i ) ^2.);
Ap(i) =sqrt (Ip(i) .^2+Qp(i) .''2) ;
phip(i) = abs(sign(Qp(i))).*(1-sign(Qp(i))).*pi + atan2(Qp(i),Ip(i)); %We add pi
I Q is negative, cause atan2 only wor)cs between -pi/2 and pi/2
vp(i)=(phip(i)-phi(i));
%Now it passes through the Power Ampllier
Ad(i)=2.*Ap(i)./(1+Ap(i) . ^2);
%AM/AM distortion
vd(i)=((2*pi/6).*(Ap(i).^2)./(1+Ap(i).^2)); %AM/PM distortion
phid(i)=mod(phip(i)+vd(i),2*pi);%PM distortion
Id(i)=Ad(i).*cos(phid(i));
Qd(i)=Ad(i).*sin(phid(i));

^********************************************************************************
%I we want to add noise
^*******************»***i

%I k==kmax
Idclean(i)=Id(i) ;
Qdc1ean(i)=Qd(i ) ;
%end
Id(i)=Id(i)+noiseI(k(i));
Qd(i)=Qd(i)+noiseQ(k(i));

%We add noise to the error in I channel
%We add noise to the error in Q channel

^★★****-*************************-*********-**********^***********************'******
^***********************r***************************'*************************'***^*
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%Evaluate the error
el(i,k{i))=I(i)-Id(i); %error I signal (in phase)
eQ{i,k(i))=Q(i)-Qd(i); %error Q signal (in quadrature)
eA(i,k(i))=A(i)-Ad(i); %error in Amplitude
ephi(i,k(i))=phi(i)-phid(i);
%error in phase
del=el(i,k(i))-eld(x);
deQ=eQ(i,k(i))-eQd(x);
FId2(x)=FIdl(x);
%one sample delayed Predistorter complex gain
FIdl(x)=FI(x); %two samples delayed Predistorter complex gain
FQd2(x)=FQdl(x);
%one sample delayed Predistorter complex gain
FQdl(x)=FQ(x); %two samples delayed Predistorter complex gain
dFI=FIdl(x)-FId2(x);
dFQ=FQdl(x)-FQd2(x);
Nl=del*el(i,k(i))+deQ*eQ(i,k(i));
N2=deI*eQ(i,k(i))-deQ*eI(i,k(i));
D=deI^2+deQ''2; %Instead of this, I could use the amplitude?

if(D~=0) %I both are equal we’ll get NaN as answer because we would divide
between zero
FI(x)=FI(x)-alpha*(Nl*dFI-N2*dFQ)/D;
FQ(x)=FQ(x)-alpha*(Nl*dFQ-N2*dFI)/D;

end
eld(x)=el(i,k(i ;
eQd(x)=eQ(i,k(i;

k(i)=k(i)+l;
end

end
k=k-l;

^★★★★★★
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%To quantly the noise and the error once converged

^******-**-<r******-*********************************************
%when has the algorithm converged?

bC=ones(l,l).*maxit;
bCmax=round(maxit*0.5); %from where we think the algorithm converged
bPmax=bCmax;
bLmax=bCmax;

for i=l:l
elmax(i)=mean(abs(el(i,bCmax:maxit-1)));
eQmax(i)=mean(abs(eQ(i,bCmax:maxit-1)));
eAmax(i)=mean(abs(ephi(i,bCmax:maxit-1)));
ephimax(i)=mean(abs(eA(i,bCmax:maxit-1)));
end

errorl=20*logl0(mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))
errorQ=20 *loglO(mean(abs(eQmax(1:1))))

%To get the error in dBc
%
for i=l:l
dbcerrorl(i)=20*logl0(abs(elmax(i))./(abs(I(i))+abs(Q(i)))); %with reference
dbcerrorQ(i)=20*logl0(abs(eQmax(i))./(abs(I(i))+abs(Q(i))));
^***************************************
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end

meannoiseI=inean (abs (noisel) ) ;
meannoiseldb=20*logl0(meannoisel);
meannoiseQ=mean(abs(noisel));
meannoiseQdb=20*logl0(meannoisel);
dbnoiseI=ones(1,1).*(meannoiseldb);
dbnoiseQ=ones(1,1).*(meannoiseQdb);
meannoiseldbref=10*logl0 (mean ( (noisel) .''2) /mean ( (I) . ''2 ) )
meannoiseQdbref=10*logl0(mean((noiseQ).^2)/mean((Q).^2))

dberrorl(1:1)=20*logl0(abs(elmax(1:1))); %without reference
dberrorQ(l:l)=20*logl0(abs(eQmax(1:1)));
dberrorA(l;l)=20*logl0(abs(eAmax(1:1)));
dberrorphi(1:1)=20*logl0(abs(ephimax(1:1)));

^************************************************************
%Saleh Model1 through Polar method without the predistorter

(for comparison)

Anp(1:1)=2.*A(1:1) ./(1+A(1:1) .^2) ;
%AM/AM distortion
vnp(l:l) = ( (2*pi/6) . * (A(l:l) . -'2) . / (1+A(1:1) . ■'2) ) ; %AM/PM distortion
phinp(1:1)=mod(phi(1:1)+vnp(1:1),2*pi);
for i=l:l
Inp(i)=Anp(i).*cos(phinp(i));
Qnp(i)=Anp(i).*sin(phinp(i));
end

%

%Plotting Results
^★★★★*************************************************^****************************
[tempi,temp2]=sort{k);

figure(1);
%figure (1)
title(['Noise average

num2str(round( meannoiseldb*10)/lO),'dB']);

hold on;
plot (comp (1:1), dberrorl (1:1) , ' )c' ) ;
ylabel('Error I Channel (dB)');
text(1.02,max(dberrorl(onedbp:1))-5,[‘Cartesian Worst Error ;
■,num2str(round(max(dberrorl)*10)/10),‘ dB'...
'
Averaged Error: ',num2str(round(20*logl0(mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/lO]
' dB'],'Color','black');
xlabel(‘Compression (dB)');
axis tight;
figure;
%figure(2)
title(['Noise average :',num2str( round(meannoiseldb)),'dB']);
hold on;
plot((A(1:1)),dberrorl(1:1),'k');
ylabel(’Error I Channel (dB)');
text(0.02,max(dberrorl(1:1)),['Cartesian Worst Error :
',num2str(round(max(dberrorl)*10)/10),’ dB'...
'
Averaged Error: ',num2str(round(20*logl0(mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/lO)
' dB'],'Colorblack');
xlabel('Normalised Amplitude');
axis tight;

figure;
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%figure(3)
hold on;
for i=l:3
plot3{1:limit,ones(1,limit).*comp(points(i)),20*logl0(el(points(i),1:limit;
end
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration, for Different
Compression Points');
xlabel(■Iteration');
ylabel('Compression (dB)');
zlabel('Error I Channel (dB)‘);

, 'k' )

figure;
%figure(4)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(1),1:limit)),'k');
title(‘How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point');
xlabel('Iteration’);
ylabel(’Error I Channel (dB)');

for IdB Compression

f igure;
%f igure (5)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(2),1:limit)),’k’);
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point');
xlabel('Iteration’);
ylabel('Error I Channel (dB)');

for 3dB Compression

figure;
%figure(6)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(3),1:limit)),'k');
title(*How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point');
xlabel('Iteration');
ylabel('Error I Channel (dB)');

for 5dB Compression

figure;
%figure(7)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(4),1:limit)),'k');
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Compression Point (6dB)');
xlabel('Iteration');
ylabel('Error I Channel (dB)');

for Highest

figure(8);
% figure(8)
hold on;
title(['Noise average
num2str(round( meannoiseldb)),'dB']);
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(1),1:limit)),'k');
plot((limit+1:2 *limit),2 0*logl0(el(points(2),1:limit)), 'k');
plot((2 *limit+l:3 * limit),20*logl0(el(points(3),1:limit)), 'k');
plot((3 *limit+l:4 *limit),20*logl0(el(points(4),1:limit)), 'k');
title(['How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration, for Different
Compression Points
'Noise average
num2str(round( meannoiseldb)),'dB']);
xlabel(‘IdB Compression
3dB Compression
5dB
Compression
Highest Compression');
ylabel('Error I Channel (dB)');
figure (9);
subplot(2,1,1);
hold on;
title(■Signals involved in the Predistortion System');
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plot(comp,20*logl0(A(1:1)),'k’);%Original signal
plot(comp,20*logl0(Ap(1:1)) ’Color',[0.9 0.9 0.9]);%Signal after predistorter
plot(comp,20*logl0(Ad(1:1)) '.','Color’,[0.5 0.5 0.5]);%Signal after the PA
previously predistorted
plot(comp,20 *loglO(Anp(1:1) ,'Color',[0.7 0.7 0.7]);%Signal after the PA without
predistorter
ylabel(’Normalized Amplitude (dB)');
axis([1 6 -15 1]);
subplot(2,1,2);
hold on;
plot(comp,(180/pi)*phi(1:1),’k’);
plot(comp,(180/pi)*phip(1:1),’Color’,[0.9 0.9 0.9]);
plot(comp,(180/pi)*phid(1:1),’.',’Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
plot(comp,(180/pi)*phinp(1:1),’Color',[0.7 0.7 0.7]);
xlabel(’Compression Point (dB)');
ylabel(’Phase in Degrees \circ');
legend('Original Signal’,’Predistorted Signal’,'Corrected Signal','Distorted
Signal’);
axis([1 6 10 80]);

figure;
%figure(10)
title(['Error Cartesian.Noise average

:’,num2str(round( meannoiseldb)),'dB'])

hold on;
plot(comp(1:1),abs(elmax(1:1)),'k'),
ylabel('Error I Channel (dB)');
text(1.02,max(dberrorl(onedbp:1))-5 , ['Cartesian Worst Error
',num2str(round(max(elmax)*10)/10),
dB'...
,num2str(round((mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/10),
Averaged Error:
dB'],'Color',’black');
xlabel('Compression (dB)'
axis tight;
figure;
subplot(2,1,1);
hold on;
title('Signals involved in the Predistortion System');
plot((A(l:l)),(A(l:l)),'k');%Original signal
plot((A(l:l)) (Ap(1:1)),'Color',[0.9 0.9 0.9]);%Signal after predistorter
plot((A(l:l)) (Ad(1:1)),'.','Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);%Signal after the PA previously
predistorted
plot((A(l:l)) (Anp(1:1)),'Color',[0.7 0.7 0.7]);%Signal after the PA without
predistorter
) ;
ylabel('Normalised Amplitude
subplot(2,1,2);
hold on;
plot((A(l:l)),(180/pi)*phi(1:1),'k'
plot((A(1:1)),(180/pi)*phip(1:1), 'Color', [0.9 0.9 0.9]) ;
plot((A(l:l)),(180/pi)*phid(1:1), '.’,'Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
plot((A(l:l)),(180/pi)*phinp(1:1] ,'Color',[0.7 0.7 0.7]);
xlabel('Normalised Amplitude');
ylabel('Phase in Degrees \circ');
legend('Original SignalPredistorted Signal’,'Corrected Signal',’Distorted
Signal');
figure;
psdl=pppsd(I);
psdld=pppsd(Id);
plot([(-1+2)/(2*1-4)
hold on;

1/ (2*1-4) : (1-2)/ (2*1-4)], [psdl(1-1:-1:2)

psdl(1:1-1)]) ;

plot([(-l+2)/(2*l-4):l/(2*l-4):(l-2)/(2*l-4)],[psdid(1-1:-1:2) psdld(l:l-l
xlabel('Normalised Frequency');
title('Output Radio Frequency Spectrum');
ylabel('ORFS dB');
legend('Original FQPSK signalSignal Distorted by the Amplifier');
grid on;
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10.3 Matlab Code for Predistortion using Cavers’ Algorithm,
Polar Implementation
%Now the LUT for the predisorter table changes on line by using an Cavers
Algorithm
%
elk) {Fi(k-1)-Fi(k))
%Fi(k+l) = Fi(k) + alpha --------------------------%
e(k) - e{k-l)

^*********************************************************************************
ReP_A=ones(l,Na);
%This is the predistorter complex gain
ImP_A=zeros(l,Na);
%This is the predistorter phase shit
FA=ones(1,Na);
%This is the predistorter complex gain
Fphi=ones(1,Na);
%This is the predistorter phase shit
FAdl=zeros(1,Na);
%This is a table of the past values of the
(one sample delay (k))
FAd2=ones(l,Na);
%This is a table of the past values of the
gain(two samples delay(k-1))
Fphidl=zeros(1,Na);
%This is a table of the past values of
phase (one sample delay (k))
Fphid2=ones(l,Na);
%This is a table of the past values of the
phaseltwo samples delay(k-l))

predistorter gain
predistorter
the predistorter
predistorter

eAd=zeros(1,Na);
%This is a table with the error in amplitude (actualdesirable signal) got in the last iteration for each
ephid=zeros(1,Na);
%This is a table with the error in phase (actual-desirable
signal) got in the last
%iteration for each table entry
eA=ones(1,1).*0.1;
%this is the error in amplitude got for each sample in
the time
%this is the error in phase got for each sample in
ephi=ones(1,1).*0.1;
the time
Ad(1:1)=ones(1,1);
phid(1:1)=ones(1,1);
k=ones (1,1 + 1);
%First we predistort the signal with LUT created by means of Cavers algorithm
for i=l:l

while(k(i)<maxit)
x=round(A(i)*(Na));
%We get the table entry x depending on the apmplitude.We
assume that the amplitude
%is normalized between 0 and 1
Ip(i)=ReP_A(x).*I(i)-ImP_A(x).*Q(i);%With the Real part (ReP_A) and the
imaginary part (ImP_A)
Qp(i)=ImP_A(x).*I(i)+ReP_A(x).*Q(i);%of the predistorter complex gain, we
calculate the value of the predistorted I and Q signals

% Evaluate amplitude and phase of distorted signal after Predistorter
Ap(i)=sqrt(Ip(i)^2.+Qp(i)''2. ) ;
Ap (i) =sqrt (Ip(i) . ''2+Qp ( i) . ^^2 ) ;
phip(i) = abs(sign(Qp(i))).*(1-sign(Qp(i))).*pi + atan2(Qp(i),Ip(i)); %We add pi
I Q is negative, cause atan2 only works between -pi/2 and pi/2
vp(i)=(phip(i)-phi(i));
%Now it passes through the Power Ampllier
Ad(i)=2.*Ap(i)./(1+Ap(i).^2);
%AM/AM distortion
vd(i) = ((2*pi/6) .*(Ap(i).^2)./(1+Ap(i).^2)); %AM/PM distortion
phid(i)=mod(phip(i)+vd(i),2*pi);%PM distortion
Id(i)=Ad(i).*cos(phid(i));
Qd(i)=Ad(i).*sin(phid(i));
^*************************************************************-*******************
%I we want to add noise
Idclean(i)=Id(i);
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Qdclean(i)=Qd(i);
Id(i)=Id(i)+noiseI(k(i));
Qd(i)=Qd(i)+noiseQ(k(i));

%We add noise to the error in I channel
%We add noise to the error in Q channel

% evaluate amplitude and phase after the noise being added
Ad = sqrt(Id.^2 + Qd.^2);
phid = abs(sign(Qd)).*(1-sign(Qd)).*pi + atan2(Qd,Id); %To get the phase to be
between 0 and 2*pi
^*************************************r******************************************'
%Evaluate the error
eA ( i ,k (i))=A(i)-Ad(i); %error in Amplitude
ephi(i,k(i))=phi(i)-phid(i);
%error in phase
el(i,k(i))=I(i)-Id(i); %error I signal (in phase)
eQ(i,k(i))=Q(i)-Qd(i); %error Q signal (in quadrature)

FAd2(x)=FAdl(x);
%one sample delayed Predistorter complex gain
FAdl(x)=FA(x); %two samples delayed Predistorter complex gain
Fphid2(x)=Fphidl(x);
%one sample delayed Predistorter complex gain
Fphidl(x)=Fphi(x); %two samples delayed Predistorter complex gain

tempA=eA(i,k(i))-eAd(x);
if(tempA~=0) %I both are equal we'll get NaN as answer because we would divide
between zero
FA(x) = FAdl (x) +alpha* (eA (i , k (i) ) * (FAd2 (x) - FAdl (x) ) ) / (tempA) ;
end
P(x,i)=FA(x);
tempp=ephi(i,k(i))-ephid(x);
if (tempp~=0) %I both are equal we'll get NaN as answer because we would divide
between zero
Fphi(x)=Fphidl(x)+alpha*(ephi(i,k(i))*(Fphid2(x)-Fphidl(x)))/(tempp);
end
ReP_A(x)=FA(x).*cos(Fphi(x))
ImP_A(x)=FA(x).*sin(Fphi(x))

%Real Component of Predistorter
%Imaginary Component of Predistorter

eAd(X)= eA(i,k(i));
ephid(x)=ephi(i,k(i));
k(i)=k(i)+l;
end
end
k=k-l;

%To quantly the noise
%****************************★*********
bP=ones(1,1).*maxit;
for i=l:l
j = l;
while j<(maxit-31)
templ=mean(abs(el(i,j:j+20)));
temp2=mean(abs(eI(i,j+10:j+30)));
if (temp2>=templ)
bP(i)=j;
j =maxit;
end
3=3+10;
end
end
for i=l:l
elmax(i)=mean(abs(el(i,bPmax:maxit-l)));
eQmax(i)=mean(abs(eQ(i,bPmax:maxit-l)));
eAmax(i)=mean(abs(ephi(i,bPmax:maxit-l))
ephimax(i)=mean(abs(eA(i,bPmax:maxit-l))
end
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errorl = 20* logic (mean (abs (elmaxd ;!))))
errorQ=20*logl0(mean(abs(eQmax(l:!))))
^*****'A'*********************'********'***

%To get the error in dBc
^**************************************
for i=l:l
dbcerrorl(i)=20*logl0(abs(elmax(i))./(abs(I(i))+abs(Q(i)))
dbcerrorQ(i)=20*logic(abs(eQmax(i))./(abs(I(i))+abs(Q(i)))

%with reference

end
dberrorl(1:1)=20*logl0(abs(elmax(1:1))); %without reference
dberrorQ(1:1)=20*logl0(abs(eQmax(1:1)));
dberrorA(1:1)=20*logl0(abs(eAmax(1:1)));
dberrorphi(1:1)=20*logic(abs(ephimax(1:1)));

%Saleh Modell through Polar method without the predistorter (for comparison)
Anp (1:1) =2 . *A (1:1) . / (1+A (1:1) .''2) ;
%AM/AM distortion
vnp(l:1)=((2*pi/6).*(A(l:l)d2)./(1+A(1:1)d2)); %AM/PM distortion
phinp(1:1)=mod(phi(1:1)+vnp(1:1),2*pi);
for i=l:l
Inp(i)=Anp(i).*cos(phinp(i));
Qnp(i)=Anp(i) .* sin(phinp(i));
end
[tempi,temp2]=sort(k);

figure(1)
hold on;
plot(comp(1:1),dberrorl(l:l),'k-.’);
text(1.02,max(dberrorl(onedbp:1))-5,['Polar
Worst Error :
',num2str(round(max(dberrorl)*10)/10),' dB'...
‘
Averaged Error:
num2str(round(20*logl0(mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/10)
■ dB‘'Color■,■black');
axis tight;
figure(2)
hold on;
plot((A(1:1)),dberrorl(1:1),'k-.*);
text(0.02,max(dberrorl(1:1)),['Polar
Worst Error :
■,num2str(round(max(dberrorl)*10)/lO),' dB'...
Averaged Error: ',num2str(round(20*logl0(mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/lO)
' dB'Colorblack‘);
axis tight;

figure(3);
%figure(3)
hold on;
for i=l:3
plot3(1:limit,ones(1,limit).*comp(points(i)),20*logl0(el(points(i),1:limit)),‘k. • ) ;
end
figure(4);
%figure(4)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(1),1:limit)),'k-,');
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point');
figure(5);
%figure(5)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(2),1:limit)) , 'k-.');
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for IdB Compression

title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point‘);

for 3dB Compression

figure(6);
%figure(5)
hold on;
plot({1:limit),20*log10(el(points(3),1:limit)),’k-.’);
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point’);

for 5dB Compression

figure(7);
%figure(6)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(4),1:limit)),'k-.');
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Compression Point (6dB)');

for Highest

figure(8);
%figure (8)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(1),1:limit)),'k-.');
plot((limit+1:2*limit),20*logl0(el(points(2),1:limit)),'k-.‘);
plot((2 *limit+l:3 *limit),20*logl0(el(points(3),1:limit)), 'k-.')
plot((3*limit+l:4*limit),20*logl0(el(points(4),1:limit)),'k-.')

figure;
title(’Signals involved in Polar Method*);
subplot(3,1,1);
hold on;
plot(A(1:1),'X’);%Original signal
plot(Ap(1:1),'r’);%Signal after predistorter
plot (Ad (1:1) , 'g-t-' ) %Signal after the PA previously predistorted
plot(Anp(1:1),‘m*) %Signal after the PA without predistorter
title('Amplitude*)
subplot(3,1,2);
hold on;
plot(phi(1:1),'X');
plot(phip(1:1),'r');
plot(phid(1:1),'g+');
plot(phinp(l:l),'m');
title('Phase');

figure;
title('Error Polar');
hold on;
plot(comp(1:1),abs(elmax(1:l)),'k-.');
ylabel('Error I Channel (dB)');
text(1.02,max(dberrorl(onedbp:1))-5,['Cartesian Worst Error :
',num2str(round(max(elmax)*10)/10),' dB'...
'
Averaged Error: ',num2str(round((mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/lO;
dB'],'Color','black');
xlabel('Compression (dB)');
axis tight;
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10.4 Matlab Code for Indirect Predistortion using LMS
FI=ones(1,Na); %Initial values of the predicted complex gain
FQ=zeros{1,Na);
ReG=zeros(1,Na); %Initial values of the Power Amplifier complex gain Model
ImG=zeros{1,Na);
k;=ones (1,1+1) ;

for i=l:l
x=round(A(i)*(Na));
%We get the table entry x depending on the amplitude.We
assume that the amplitude
%is normalized between 0 and 1
Ip=I;%After predistorter
QP=Q;

(Initially non)

Ap(i)=sqrt(Ip(i) .^2+Qp(i) .^2) ;
phip(i) = abs(sign(Qp(i))).*(1-sign(Qp(i))).*pi + atan2(Qp(i),Ip(i));
if Qf is negative, cause atan2 only works between -pi/2 and pi/2
vp(i)=(phip(i)-phi(i));

%We add pi

while(k(i)<maxit)
%It passes through the PREDISTORTER

temp=FI (x) ''2 + FQ (x) ^2 ;
Fpl(x)=FI(x)/temp;
FpQ(x)=-FQ(x)/temp;

Ipl(i)=I (i) ^.*FpI(x) -Q(i) . *FpQ(
part (ImP._A)
Qp 1[i)=Q (i) ..*FpI(x) + I(i) .*FpQ(
the value of
%the predistorted If and Qf
signals
Ap(i)=sqrt(Ip(i).^2+Qp(i) .^2);
phip(i) = abs(sign(Qp(i))).*(1-sign(Qp(i))).*pi + atan2(Qp(i),Ip(i)); %We add pi
if Qf is negative, cause atan2 only works between -pi/2 and pi/2
vp(i)=(phip(i)-phi(i));
%It passes through the POWER AMPLIFIER
Ad (i) =2 . *Ap ( i ) . / (1+Ap (i) . ■^2 ) ;
%AM/AM distortion
vd(i)=((2*pi/6).*(Ap(i).^2)./(1+Ap(i).^2)); %AM/PM distortion
phid(i)=mod(phip(i)+vd(i),2*pi);%PM distortion
Id(i)=Ad(i).*cos(phid(i));
Qd(i)=Ad(i).*sin(phid(i));
ReG(x)=(Id(i).*Ip(i)+Qd(i).*Qp(i))/Ap(i).^2;
%This is the equi(i)valent complex
gain
ImG(x)=(Qd(i).*Ip(i)-Id(i).*Qp(i))/Ap(i).^2;
%Only for comparison

%Depending on the Power of the signal,i.e.,I and Q values,
%We need to calculate the correct value for The adaptation constant mu
det = (Ip(i).''2 + Qp ( i) ^'2 ) * (Ip ( i ) . ^2 + Qp(i)^2); % determinant
ui(i)= (Ip(i)^2 - Qp (i) "'2)/det; % instantaneous real mu for deadbeat (Newtonian
step size)
uq(i) = -2*Ip(i)*Qp(i)/det;% instantaneous imag mu for deadbeat (Newtonian step
size)
%Now It passes through the system identifier
Ipd(i)=FI(x)*lp(i)
Qpd(i)=FQ(x)*Ip(i)

- FQ(x)*Qp(i);
+ FI(x)*Qp(i);
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%I we want to add noise

Ipdclean(i)=Ipd(i);
Qpdclean(i)=Qpd(i);

Ipd(i)=Ipd(i)+noiseI(k(i));
Qpd(i)=Qpd{i)+noiseQ(k(i));

%We add noise to the error in I channel
%We add noise to the error in Q channel

Apd(i)=sqrt{Ipd(i).^2+Qpd(i).^2);
phipd(i) = abs(sign(Qpd(i))).*(1-sign(Qpd(i))).*pi + atan2(Qpd(i),Ipd(i)); %We add
pi if Qf is negative, cause atan2 only works between -pi/2 and pi/2
vpd(i)=(phipd(i)-phip(i));

z (k(i) ) = FI(x);
y(k(i)) = FQ(x);
%Working out
el(i,k(i)) =
eQ(i,k(i)) =
eA(i,k(i)) =
ephi(i,k(i))

the error
Id(i)-Ipd(i);
Qd(i)-Qpd(i);
Ad(i)- Apd(i);
= phid(i)- phipd(i);

%LMS algorithm
FI(x) = FI(x) + ui(i)*(el(i,k(i))*Ip(i) - eQ(i,k(i))*Qp(i)) uq(i)*(eQ(i,k(i))*Ip(i) + el(i,k(i))*Qp(i));
FQ(x) = FQ(x) + uq(i)*(el(i,k(i))*Ip(i) - eQ(i,k(i))*Qp(i)) +
ui(i)*(eQ(i,k(i))*Ip(i) + el(i,k(i))*Qp(i));

k(i)=k(i)+l;
end

%This is the effect of the amplifier non-linearities on the original signal
%For comparison
Anp(i)=2.*A(i)./(1+A(i).^2);
%AM/AM distortion
vnp(i)=((2*pi/6).*(A(i).^2)./(1+A(i).^2)); %AM/PM distortion
phinp(i)=mod(phi(i)+vnp(i),2*pi);%PM distortion
Inp(i)=Anp(i).*cos(phinp(i));
Qnp(i)=Anp(i).*sin(phinp(i));
end
k=k-l;

%To quantify the noise
bL=ones(l,l).*maxit;
for i=l:l
j=i;
while j<(maxit-31)
templ=mean(abs(eI(i,j:j+20)));
temp2=mean(abs(eI(i,j+10:j+30)));
if (temp2>=templ)
bL(i)=j;
j=maxit;
end
j=j+10;
end
end
%bLmax=max(bL);
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for i=l:l
elmax(i)=mean(abs(el{i,bLmax:maxit-1)));
eQmax(i)=mean(abs(eQ(i,bLmax:maxit-1)));
eAmax(i)=mean(abs(ephi(i,bLmax:maxit-1)));
ephimax(i)=mean(abs(eA(i,bLmax;maxit-1)));
slope(i)=20*logl0(abs(el(i,5)))-20*logl0(abs(el(i,4)));%the slope to converge
depends on the ui and uq values, that changes depending on the signal
end
errorl=20*logl0(mean(abs(elmax(l:!))))
errorQ=20*logl0(mean(abs(eQmax(l:!))))
%To get the error in dBc
^*******»********^********'*************
for i=l:l
dbcerrorl(i)=20*logl0(abs(elmax(i))./(abs(I(i))+abs(Q(i)))); %with reference
dbcerrorQ(i)=20*logl0(abs(eQmax(i))./(abs(I(i))+abs(Q(i))));
^★**-*-A'***-*********'Ar********************

end
dberrorl(1:1)=20*logl0(abs(elmax(1:1))); %without reference
dberrorQ(1:1)=20*logl0(abs(eQmax(1:1)));
dberrorA(l:l)=20*logl0(abs(eAmax(1:1)));
dberrorphi(1:1)=2 0 *loglO(abs(ephimax(1:1)));
%

%Saleh Modell through Polar method without the predistorter (for comparison)
Anp(1:1)=2.*A(1:1) ./(1+A(1:1) . ^2) ;
%AM/AM distortion
vnp (1;1) = ( (2*pi/6) .*(A(1:1) .''2) ./(1+A (1:1) .^2) ) ; %AM/PM distortion
phinp(1:1)=mod(phi(1:1)+vnp(1:1),2*pi);
for i=l:l
Inp(i)=Anp(i).*cos(phinp(i));
Qnp(i)=Anp(i).*sin(phinp(i));
end

%Plotting Results

^*********************************************************************************
■kit-k-k'ieifiriririric’kit-kitie

[tempi,temp2]=sort(k);

%figure;
figure(1)
hold on;
plot(comp(onedbp:1),dberrorl(onedbp:l),’k;');
text(1.02,max(dberrorl(onedbp:1))-5,['LMS
Worst Error:
’,num2str(round(max(dberrorl)*10)/10),‘ dB'...
'
Averaged Error:
num2str(round(20*logl0(mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/lO1
' dB'],'Color','black');
legend('Cartesian','Polar','LMS');
axis tight;

%figure;
figure(2)
hold on;
plot((A(l:l)),dberrorl(1:1) , ' k:')
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text(0.02,max(dberrorl{l:l)),[’LMS
Worst Error:
■ , nuin2str (round (max (dberrorl )*10)/10),' dB'...
'
Averaged Error:
num2str(round(20*loglO(mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/lO)
■ dB'],■Color‘,■black');
legend('Cartesian',‘Polar','LMS *);
axis tight;

figure(3);
%figure(3)
hold on;
for i=l:3
plot3(1:limit,ones(1,limit).*comp(points(i)),20*logl0(el(points(i),1:limit)), * k:
end
%title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Compression Points');
%legend('CartesianPolarLMS');
ylabel('I Channel Error dB');

for Different

figure(4);
%figure(4)
hold on;
plot ( (1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(1),1:limit)) , 'k:');
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point');
legend('Cartesian','Polar','LMS');

figure(5);
%figure (5)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*log10(el(points(2),1:limit]

for IdB Compression

k:

title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point') ;
legend('Cartesian', 'Polar *, 'LMS');

for 3dB Compression

figure(6);
%figure (6)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(3),1:limit)),'k:');
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Point') ;
legend('Cartesian','Polar','LMS');

for 5dB Compression

figure(7);
%figure(7)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20*logl0(el(points(4),1:limit)),'k:');
title('How the Error diminishes depending on the iteration,
Compression Point (6dB)');
legend('Cartesian','Polar','LMS');

for Highest

figure(8);
%figure(8)
hold on;
plot((1:limit),20 *logl0(el(points(1),1:limit)), 'k;');
plot((limit+1:2 *limit),20*logl0(el(points(2),1:limit)), 'k: ');
plot((2 *limit+l:3 * limit),2 0*log10(el(points(3),1:limit)), 'k:');
plot((3*limit+l:4*limit),20*logl0(el(points(4),1:limit)) , 'k:');
figure;
title('Signals involved in LMS');
subplot(3,1,1);
hold on;
plot(A(1:1),'X');%Original signal
plot(Ap(1:1),'r');%Signal after predistorter
plot(Ad(1:1),'g+');%Signal after the PA previously predistorted
plot(Anp(1:1),'m');%Signal after the PA without predistorter
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title(’Amplitude');
subplot(3,1,2);
hold on;
plot(phi(1:1),•X');
plot(phip(1:1),'r');
plot (phid (1:1), ’ g-t-' ) ;
plot(phinp(1:1),'m');
title(■Phase');
figure(15);
title('Values of the adaptation constant depending on the compression point’)
hold on;
plot(comp,ui,’k■);
plot(comp,uq,'k:');
axis tight;
legend(’\mu _I','\mu _Q');

figure(16);
title('Values of the Slope depending on the compression point for LMS algorithm')
hold on;
plot(comp,abs(slope),'k');
text(comp(20),(abs(slope(5))),['The speed of the algorithm decreases
',num2str(round((slope(153)-slope(129))*100)/100),' dB'...
’
per dB of compression'],'Colork’);
ylabel('dB error reduction per iteration');
xlabel('Compression (dB)’);
axis tight;
figure(17);
title(['Error LMS. Noise average :',num2str(round(20*logl0( meannoisel))),'dB'])
hold on;
plot(comp(1:1),abs(elmax(1:l)),'k-.');
ylabel(’Error I Channel (dB)’);
text(1.02,max(dberrorl(onedbp:1))-5,['Cartesian Worst Error :
',num2str(round(max(elmax)*10)/10),' dB'...
Averaged Error; ',num2str(round((mean(abs(elmax(1:1))))*10)/lO), '
dB'],'Color’,'black');
xlabel('Compression (dB)');
axis tight;
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10.5 Verilog Code Predistortion
'include "D:/XILINX/VERILOG/SRC/XilinxCoreLib/C_MEM_SP_BLOCK_Vl_0.v“
module main(clk,IQDAC,IQclk,lin, Qin);
input elk;
input [11:0) lin, Qin;
output [11:0] IQDAC;
output IQclk;

reg IQclk,clk_index,clk_data,clk_PIPQ,we_PIPQ,found;
reg HI,H2,H3,H4,H5,H6,H7,H8,H9,HIO;
reg [11:0] IQDAC;
reg [8:0] addr,addr_eIeQd,addr_PIPQ;//8bits length memory
reg [2:0) count;
reg [3:0) count2,i,shift;
integer [11:0] eltemp,eQtemp,PI,PQ,Ipred,Qpred,Ipredd,Qpredd,Itemp,Qtemp,Itemp2,Qtemp2;
integer [11:0] del,deQ,dPI,dPQ,D,N1,N2,dividendl,dividendQ,quotientI,quotientQ;
integer [11:0] elc,eQc,eldc,eQdc,Dtemp;
wire [11:0] I,Q,Id,Qd,IQ,PId2,PQd2,PId,PQd;
parameter alpha=0;
initial begin
addr=9'd0;
// an initialization
addr_eIeQd=9'dO;
addr_PIPQ=9'dSll;
count=3'bOOO;
count2=4'bOllO;
clk_data=0;
IQclk=0;
clk_index=0;
end
/* These LUTs data_I and data_Q have the I and Q signals generated previously with Matlab
Its a read only table */
luti data_I (
//Lut works on rising edge
•ADDR(addr),
.CLK(!clk_data),
.DO(I)) ;
lutq data_Q (
/,'Lut works on rising edge
.ADDR(addr),
.CLK(!clk_data),
.DO(Q));
/* These LUTs have the initial information (PI=0 PQ=1 PId=l PQd=0).
The values are updated and then read */
lut512 lutPI (
.ADDR(addr_PIPQ),
.CLK(clk),
•DI(PI),
.WE(we_PIPQ),
•DO(PId));
lut512z lutPQ (
.ADDR(addr_PIPQ) ,
.CLK(clk),
• DI (PQ) ,
.WE(we_PIPQ) ,
•DO(PQd));
lut512z lutPId (
.ADDR(addr_PIPQ),
.CLK(clk),
.DI(PId),
.WE(we_PIPQ),
.DO(PId2));
lut512 lutPQd (
.ADDR(addr_PIPQ),
.CLK(clk),
.DI(PQd),
.WE(we_PIPQ),
.DO(PQd2));
//LUTs to store ERROR in channel I and Q el and eQ
mux_9 addresse_mux
•MA(addr-3),
•MB(addr+1),
.S(clk_data),
.0(addr_eIeQ));

//This is a mux
//when clk_data=0,
//when clk_data=l.

addr_eIeQ=addr-3
addr_eleQ= addr+1

lut512 lutel (
.ADDR(addr_eIeQ) ,
.CLK(IQclk) ,
.DI(eltemp),
.WE(!clk_data),
.DO(el));

//In the posedege IQclk, when clk_data is 0
//addr_eIeQ=addr-2, the input of the ADC
//corresp to addr-2.Calculate el and store
//In the posedege IQclk, when clk_data is 1
//We get the el of addr+1 at teh output

lut512 luteQ (
.ADDR(addr_eIeQ),
.CLK(IQclk),
.DI(eQtemp),

//In the posedege IQclk, when clk_data is 0
//addr_eIeQ=addr-2, the input of the ADC
//corresp to addr-2.Calculate el and store
//In the posedege IQclk, when clk_data is 1
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.WE(!clk_data) ,
.DO(eQ) ) ;

//We get the el of addr+1 at teh output

lut512 luteld (
.ADDR(addr_eIeQd),
.CLK(IQclk),
.Dl(el),
//
.WE(!clk_data) ,
•DO(eld));

//LUTs for de error delayed eld and eQd

lut512 luteQd (
.ADDR(addr_eIeQd),
.CLK(IQclk),
.DI(eQ),
//
.WE(!clk_data),
■DO(eQd));

//In the posedege IQclk, when clk_data is 0

//
//

//
//

always®(posedge elk)
begin
count<=count-fl ;
count2<=count2-^l ;

always®(posedge count[1])
begin
IQclk=IQclk•^l; //we get a IQclk of 6.25MHz

so Fs for each channel is 3.125

end

always®(negedge count[2])
begin
if(!clk_index)
begin
IQDAC=(!Ipred[ll),Ipred[10:0]);
end
else
begin
IQDAC=(IQpredd[11),Qpredd[10:0)} ;
end
end
always®(posedge count[2])
begin
clk_index=clk_index+l;
end
always®(negedge IQclk)
begin
clk_data=clk_data+l;
end

always®(posedge clk_data)
begin
//Obtain the Predistortion complex Gain
addr_PIPQ=addr_PIPQ+1;
addr_eIeQd= addr_eIeQd+1;
we_PIPQ=0,.
//Read Data PId PQd PId2 PQd2

elc=el;
eQc=eQ;
eldc=eld;
eQdc= eQd;
Ipred=I*PId-Q*PQd;
Qpred=I♦PQd*Q* PId;
//Update the coefficients of the Predistorter
del=elc-eldc;
deQ=eQc-eQdc;
Nl=alpha*deI*eIc+alpha*deQ*eQc;
N2=alpha*deI*eQc+alpha*deQ*eIc;
Dtemp=deI*deI+deQ*deQ;

dividendl =Nl*dPI-N2*dPQ;
dividendQ :Nl*dPQ-N2*dPI;
H10=Dtemp [10] ;
H9=!Dtemp [10]*Dtemp[9];
H8=!Dtemp [10]*!Dtemp[9]'Dtemp[8];
H7=!Dtemp [10]'!Dtemp[9]*!Dtemp[8]'Dtemp[7];
H6=!Dtemp [ 10] ' ! Dtemp [ 9 ] ' ! Dtemp [8 ] ' ! Dtemp [7 ] 'Dtemp [6 ] ;
H5=!Dtemp [10]'!Dtemp[9]'!Dtemp[8]'!Dtemp[7]'!Dtemp[6]'Dtemp[5];
H4=!Dtemp [10]'!Dtemp[9]'!Dtemp[8]'!Dtemp[7]'!Dtemp[6]'!Dtemp[5]'Dtemp[4];
H3=!Dtemp [10]'!Dtemp[9]'!Dtemp[8]'!Dtemp[7]'!Dtemp[6]'!Dtemp[5]'!Dtemp[4]'Dtemp[3];
H2=!Dtemp [10]'!Dtemp[9]'!Dtemp[8]'!Dtemp[7]'!Dtemp[6]'!Dtemp[5]'!Dtemp[4]'!Dtemp[3] ’ Dtemp[2]
Hl=!Dtemp[10]'!Dtemp[9]'!Dtemp[8]'!Dtemp[7]'!Dtemp[6]'!Dtemp[5]'!Dtemp[4]'!Dtemp[3]'!Dtemp[2]'Dtemp[1]; ’
quotientI=dividendI>>shift;
quotientQ=dividendQ>>shift;
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PI = PId-quotientI ;

PQ=PQd-quotientQ;
we_PIPQ=l'bl;

//we set up enable to write in both LOT
//to store the new values of PId,PQd,PId2,PQd2

alwaysS(negedge clk_index)
begin
eltemp=ltemp2-lin;
eQt emp=Qt emp2-Qin;
Qpredd=Qpred;
addr=addr+l;

Itemp2=Itemp,•
Itemp=I;
Qtemp2=Qtemp;
Qtemp=Q;

endmodule
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